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— POLICY —

Contributions published herein under a man's name, pseudonym, or other identifying allusion, are
accepted in good faith as products of his own thought and initiative.

Barring inadvertencies, a quoted or paraphrased article or poem is ascribed to its writer or source.
The publication of an individual's ideas on penal reform and controversial or policy matters is not

intended to be inferred by the reader as being tantamount to endorsation by the DIAMOND Editorial
Staff or by Officials of the Department of Justice. The Editorial Staff of the DIAMOND take the demo
cratic stand that every man's constructive ideas command respect and consideration, whether or not
those opinions are popular.

Without official interference, the DIAMOND is written, edited, and managed by the men of Collin's
Bay Penitentiary, with the permission of Major-General Ralph B. Gibson, C.B., C.B.E., V.D., Q.C., LL.D.,
Commissioner of Penitentiaries, and with the sanction of Colonel Victor S.J. Richmond, the Penitentiary
Warden.

Uncredited items have been composed by the Editor,
magazine is written exclusively by prisoners.

Except for quotations, all material in this
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— PLATFORM —

1. To inspire and cultivate moral and intellectual improvement amongst the men of Col
lin's Bay Penitentiary.

2. To aid in overcoming the arbitrary bias which is one of the numerous "bars sinister"
to a wayward man's redemption.

3. To discuss progressive and revolutionary penological data, without recourse to parti
ality, favour or affection.

4. To evince Stoicism and humour, to the end that light shall obtain even in darkness.

5. To elicit the support of Society in welcoming the return of a man from prison who
needs help and who is genuinely desirous of seeking his reformation in the highly competitive
life of the free world.
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ST. PAUL'S CHAPEL
(Roman Catholic)

Reverend Felix M. Devine, S.J.

Confessions followed by Holy Communion
on Sundays, commencing at 7:30 a.m. The
Holy Sacrifice of the Mass at 9:00 a.m. on
Sundays.

ST. JOHN'S CHAPEL
(Protestant)

Reverend Canon Minto Swan,

M.A., B.D., E.D.

Divine service each Sunday, commencing
at 8:15 a.m. Voluntary service once every
two months.

MUSIC

Mr. Harry Birchall directs the choir and
provides accompaniment on the electric
organ in both churches.

OTHER DENOMINATIONS

Major William Mercer of the Salvation
Army conducts weekly bible classes in the
Protestant Chapel and officiates periodi
cally at the Protestant Church Services.
Rabbi Pimontel arranges spiritual and
moral guidance for men of the Jewish
faith.
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WORDS OF WISDOM

Believe in your own nation, religion,
family and personalities, but do not try
to force them down the other fellow's
throat. He is entitled to keep his own
opinions. <• X SALVAGE & SWILL 44
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BURNS

In Gloistered (Dust, Eternal Light.
"And every man, whether good or evil, is a child of God. For, in the sight of

God, every man is equal. So that, regardless of their failings, for all men there is
hope. Because God said: 'Let there be light!' ... and there WAS light".

Above my head, the shields are stained with rust,
The wind has ta'en his spoil, the years their part;
Dust of other men around my knees,
And dust, Lord, in my heart.

Lay Thou the hand of faith upon my* fears;
The priest has prayed; the silver bell has rung,
But not for me. I, too, am capable of tears,
And I am yet young.

Shine, little lamp, nor let thy light grow dim;
For I am far away from freedom's lands:
And still I know that I am safe
Within Thy hands.

Shine, little lamp, fed with sweet oil of pray'rs;
Shine brightly as my God's own eyes do shine
When He treads softly down His starry stairs
And whispers, "Thou, too, art mine".

Shine, glowing light, for hope hath fed thy gleam;
Sleep on, my soul, until by God's own hands set

free:

Cling to His arms and hope, and hoping, dream,
And dreaming, wait for me.

.A paraphrastic version of "The Lamp
of Poor Souls" by Marjorie Pickthall.
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Cclitorialhj Speaking

The Vicious iwae

i

iagaz
rifying increase in juvenile delinquency", but
none of them seems to have dug out all of the
roots. Conversely, it seems-a simple matter to
state that a youth's upbringing is not an ac
ceptable excuse for his wrongdoing and that
he should have had the personal courage and
will to overcome temptation. Let. us have a
look.

It is inescapable that one of the important
underlying causes of many a man's imprison
ment.. .although it be indirect and psycholo
gical... lies in the fact that, instead of being
raised in the decency of a normal and whole
some environment, he was "dragged up". There
are men in this very prison . .dozens and doz
ens of them...who supply living testimony
to the shocking disgrace that human beings
can be the warped and vile products of "brok
en" homes, in that, as children, they witnessed
shocking behaviour on the part of their ciders
...shockingly delinquent and shockingly im
moral behaviour, involving sex, alcohol, pro
fanity, and physical violence.

Some of our imprisoned young men can
honestly declare that they were illegitimate
sons, left to fend for themselves in a world
torn by complexities and strife. . .left alone to
comfort themselves.. .left alone to cry them
selves to sleep. . .left, alone to learn, incorrect
ly and inadequately, about love, passion,
thoughtfulncss. consideration for others, tol
erance and unselfishness. Others can show
that they were forced to mature under the
frequently impersonal influences of public or
religious children's aid societies and institu
tions, where those in authority over them had
ulterior motives or strapped them into insen
sibility for the most ridiculous and frivolous
of so-called misdemeanours. And there arc
others who are capable of demonstrating that
they just cannot love, forgive; sympathize,
tolerate, trust, or consider their fellows, for

])!/ Special IZuquesl

OFTEN and again, we read an editorial
in one of the daily newspapers or in a
magazine, which comments on the "ter-

the plain and simple reason that they, them
selves, knew no mother love, no fatherly com
panionship, no sisters or brothers, no happy
home, It may be a feeble excuse to those who
would criticize, but who can deny that a child
in this modern world of ours should not be
expected to negotiate the hazards which beset
life, without guidance and understanding.

Disciplined to the task, in a typical example
of which wc know, of doing a man's work from
the break of day until the setting of the sun
in the evening. . .working on farms for people
anxious only to suck from them the last drop
of blood and sweat.. .wandering along alley
ways by day and through city streets until all
hours of the night.. .learning to steal and to
cheat and to hurt.. .becoming inured to
knocks on the side of the head and the sting
of a hostile leather on the bare back, or a
two-by-four across.the arms and ribs...is it
any wonder that they later became perfect
candidates for "schools of crime"?.. .is it any
wonder that they would eventually find them
selves behind bars?...is it any wonder that
they would learn to hate all and sundry with
an animal vengeance, and to intensify their
hate as they are punished for being hateful?...
is it any wonder that they have come to think
only of themselves and of how they can "beat"
the forces of law and order?.. .and is it any
wonder that they dream only of'the day when
they will be turned loose "to wreak revenge
upon a Society which, in their opinion, has
taught them to practice the vicious anti-social
maxim: "No one ever gave a damn for me!
No one ever gave me a decent chance. I'll
show them a thing or two. Just wait!"

The bitter truth will out. Slowly will the
sorry stories come at, first, for such men
have learned from experience to trust nobody,
except themselves. They scoff at the idea that
there are people in this world who are sincerely
interested in helping them.. .dedicated people,
willing to assist in steering them into the paths
of respectability and honour...people posses-



sed of genuine and faultless motives, who can
teach them something of what they were de
nied, through no fault of their own. during
childhood and adolescence. And, by heavens,
thev have a perfect right to scoff, to laugh
find to jeer.

]':i'-li and every product of this evcr-inereas-
I .-tate of affairs should be treated

>*V mpersona! and worthwhile problem, no mat
ter what he has done. It is pointless to deal
with him as though he were a chunk of steak,
ready to be ground to hamburger in a mincing
machine. Prisons are bursting at the seams.
Prison staffs have good cause to be disgruntled
with their charges, for it's no joke to see hu
mans being locked up every day in life, year
in and year out.

And still the wicked plot continues to thick
en and to enlarge. Never a day goes by but
some Magistrate or Judge is "centred", find
ing himself with his hands tied.. .striving to
dispense what he solemnly believes to be the
most equitable solution.. .tossing some way
ward wreck of humanity back into the melting
pot. "for further reformation and training".

Ts it not high time that EVERYBODY
started taking an active interest in this prob
lem, in order that the "products" shall be re
duced to a minimum.. .in order that the cir
cumstances which provide those "products"
shall be investigated and rectified. Statistics
don't lie. It is nothing to be proud of that the
number of persons undergoing detention in
Canadian prisons is out of all proportion to
Canada's population. The decline and fall of
the Roman Empire had nothing on us.

For Pete's sake, let's stop leaving it "to the
other guy". . ."because he's better qualified".
Folks must stop figuring that they've done
their share when they have donated their
hard-earned money. The man in the street can
no longer afford to allow officialdom to con
tinue the thankless task of taxing their brains
and their skills*, alone and unaided. Every per
son of mature age should consider it a sacred
duty to find out. for himself what is being
accomplished in the way of teaching the mis
guided and uninformed youth of this country
to appreciate freedom. It's a question of get
ting behind and supporting parole, probation
of teaching him that has never been trusted
how to trust and how to be trusted,
and the suspended sentence for those that err.
It's a question of getting down to brass tacks
in a dozen other ways. It's a question of of
fering one's services, .as .well as one's finances
and, more important stilly teaching some un
loved lad how to love and how to be loved...

imi am; s.-e.

It is time to publicly denounce every.
called "authoritative" declaration that "bigger
and better prisons are the answer". It is time,
to start a drive in every community to get rid •:
of the strap, the lash and solitary confinement,
once and for all time, since these have proved
themselves, over the decades and the centuries'^
of their existence, to be useless and hopeless
:nid but to add further resentment and hate.

Will you make it your business to ascertain,
for yourself, what REALLY happens to youths
who arc sent to reformatories for reformation,
to boys' training schools for training, to "The
children's Aid" for "farming out" and super^
vision by persons, an overwhelming number
of whom arc not remotely interested in child
welfare.

If you would be a REAL Christian. . .if you
would like to be a "Good Samaritan", there is
more to it than just accepting the prestige and-M
giving of your money. You cannot ignore the |
Christian responsibility attaching to this grave ..;'
problem.

If you consider that you are one of those \
fortunate people to whom much has been giv- \>
en, you might care to think about acting inM
accordance with the doctrine that MUCH is1
required of you. The cost to you will be neg
ligible. The rewards of self-satisfaction for
doing a job well in the public interest will be
great.

Allow not the "sensationalism" of the press [
nor the misleading and fancy words of "ex-II
perts" to deceive or thwart you. You who find .f
pleasure in giving to charitable causes can
find a far richer blessing when you realize that |
you have been at least a part of the means of •
obviating the delinquency and the imprison
ment of young people. And who knows?.. .yot
may get a share of affection, as well as a gentle j
pat on the back or the firm shake of the hand,
from one in whose behalf you have spoken
and acted. If you do, you will at once know
that you have been a success, for it will be :
concrete evidence that the one whom you have t .
assisted has learned from you something of
devotion and respect for others.

"Would you be a party...even though an
unwitting party...to the .recidivism of the
youth who is "dubbed" an incorrigible? Or
would you prefer to have it said of you that
"this young man" owes his rejuvenation and|
his chance for respectability in the world of •.
freedom because you cared.. .because you ex
pended the time and put forth the energy
whereby one, two, three, four, five or six-time
"losers" found much-needed light and a new
wav of life?
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INTERIOR ECONOMY!
by Ckaxle* JuownJ
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IN most issues of The DIAMOND extend
ing over the past two or so years, an effort
has been made to acquaint the public

with the several vocational courses conducted
here at Collin's Bay. In so doing, emphasis
was placed on the fact that a goodly number
of prisoners are endeavouring to fit themselves
for their release in a practical way.

Likewise, it has been possible to include
the occasional article on the industrial shops
and on hobbyeraft, thereby bringing into focus
the idea that prisoners are preparing for the
future in a variety of ways.

In publicizing these trades, industries and
hobbies, a little careless thinking caused The
DIAMOND to omit a discussion of the one
organization in the prison without, which none
of the other elements would be able to survive.-

Every self-supporting body requires certain
basic services, if it is to be a success. It is,
therefore, a pleasure to familiarize readers
with the establishment which has come to be
known here as the "Change Room", and to
outline, in brief, the functions of this depart
ment in relation to the well-being of the pris
oners in Collin's Bay Penitentiary.

The term "Change Room" is somewhat of
a misnomer, as the work carried on therein
comprises a multitude of separate industries.
However, the name "Change Room" persists
and is likely to remain for some time. Incor
porated in it arc the laundry, tailor shop, shoe
repair section and barber shop.

In the laundry, there are many pieces of fine
electrical equipment, such as washing ma
chines, an extractor, a clothes drier and a
pressor. Most of these machines arc of quite
modern manufacture, and the few which are
not will soon 'be replaced with new ones. The
laundry unit is responsible for the washing
and maintenance of all items of apparel worn
by the prison population. The work is carried
out on a routine schedule, so that each prison
er receives freshly laundered clothing at regu

►♦♦♦♦»♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ■»♦♦■»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦<

lar intervals. The exchange of soiled for clean
clothes includes trousers, coat, shirt, under
wear, socks and handkerchiefs, as well as bed
ding items of pyjamas, sheets, blankets and
pillow cases. The system also provides for the
replacement of worn-out articles, as necessary.

The service rendered in the laundry depart
ment, considering that it is done on a bulk
basis, is every bit as good as one would run
across in the free world. Stocks of special
items, such as rubber boots, raincoats and
working clothes are kept on hand for prisoners
working on the farm, with the painters, on the
engineers' gang and in the blacksmiths' and
plumbers' shops and mechanical trans]>ort
garage. The summer issue of brown denim and
light underclothing is exchanged during the
fall season for heavier and warmer articles
for wear during the cold winter months.

In the tailor shop, prison garb is altered to
suit the size requirements of the individual
prisoner. When a man is about, to be released
from prison, his "street wardrobe" is tailored
here. This shop is equipped with electric sew
ing machines, and it also has a button-hole
machine and a special device for double-
stitching seams in parallel.

In the shoe repair shop, repairs to all types
of footwear arc carried out. This includes com
plete re-soling and heeling and the rebuilding
of salvageable boots and shoes. On location,
there is an electric stitcher and a machine ca
pable of sanding, buffing, polishing and re-
finishing the restored footwear.

The barber shop was the subject of a separ
ate article in the April-May 1955 edition of
The DIAMOND. At that time, it was housed
in accommodation of its own. but it has since
been incorporated into the revised "Change
Room" .<et-up. At the moment, there are four
barber chairs, but it is intended to increase
this number by two in the near future. Those
who read the previous article on the barber
shop will recall that arrangements had been



entered into whereby a graduate of the bar-
-„.r eour<e could qualify for an official

pprtinr'tfe in hair-dressing, permitting him to
Lyutf- in ihe tonsorial trade upon his dis-
pKigo It may lw (,f flirtll(!r interest to learn
th'it several ex-prisoncrs have received their
((.J.,if;(.:,!rs ..!' f.u.-dification and are now work
ing as barbers in the "outside" world.

The barber shop schedule is planned in such
a way that each man in the prison gets his
hair cut a minimum of three times in every
two months. Once a week, a civilian barber
instructor. Mr. Bert Smith, comes to the prison
and instructs the novice barbers. He also
keeps track of their progress.

The officer in charge of the "Change Room"
is Mr. John Lloyd. Mr. Fred Sparks is the
officer in the tailor shop. Mr. Ted Greatrix
keeps an eye on the barber shop and Mr.
CJcorgc Hutchison acts in the capacity of cus
todial officer for the complete organization.

An administrative office takes care of the
paper work and there is an upstairs storage
room in which new and unused garments arc
stored until needed.

DISTINGUISHED JUDGMENT

Inclusive of the laundry, tailor shop, shoe
repair shop and barber shop, some50 prisoners
are employed in the "Change Room".

' In addition to their routine duties, the
"Change Room*' staff voluntarily clean, press
and repair sports equipment for our softball
and soccer teams.

Although it is not classified as an industry
in the same sense as are the vocational and
industrial work shops, a man can gain a great
deal of helpful experience by working in the
"Change Room". In so doing, he can fit him
self for a job upon release which will pay him
a fairly decent wage.

A number of visitors to Collin's Bay have
remarked upon the clean, neat appearance of
the prisoners here. You may be sure that, in
no small measure, this is due to the efforts of
the staff in the "Change Room".

Plaudits around a prison arc rare. The
DIAMOND is delighted to tender a vote of
thanks to Mr. John Lloyd and to each and'
every prisoner on the staff of the "Change
Room" who assist in making prison life more
bearable.

Years of experience in the field of law enforcement have long since led me to the
conclusion that the safety of society cannot be assured by putting all our trusts in max
imum security prisons. We must increasingly place more and more emphasis on pre
venting men from gravitating toward a life of crime, and upon the salvaging of a vast
proportion of our delinquents, through rehabilitative and humane institutions and en
lightened systems of probation and parole.

Earl Warren, Chief Justice of the United States of
America, at the 32nd annual meeting of the Amer
ican" Law Institute, May, 1955.

ONE OF THE CAUSES OF RECIDIVISM

In prison, the inmates are governed by strict rule, descending to the minute de
tails of their daily Lives. They have little responsibility, except to obey. In the world
"outside", a man has to direct himself and rely upon his own will to conform with
the social order. The transition between these two worlds often proves too great a
strain for inmates when they come out of prison.

Henry P. Chandler, Director, Administrative Office
of the United States' Courts.

ANOTHER CAUSE OF RECIDIVISM

There are those who argue that, when a person has committed an offence, he
must be put behind prison walls "where he cannot offend again". But the truth is
that, except for those convicted of the most serious crimes, EVERYBODY who goes
into prison sooner or later comes out. Prison inmates acquire "schooling" in• crime
during the service of their terms. If, toy his associations in prison, his criminal ten
dencies have been more deeply ingrained, he has become a far more dangerous enemy

hen he went into prison. Society, therefore, is NOT protected inof society than wh<
the long run.

.Extract from "Federal Probation", published in
co-operation with the Bureau of Prisons of the
Department of Justice, U.S.A.
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Dear Marshall:
•

Preparatory to my being discharged in the course of the next few days, I submitted a formal
request to examine my wardrobe, not caring to wear the Government issue of clothes when leaving
here. The local Master of the Robes conducted me to the storage vaults and stood discreetly aside
whilst I opened my trunks and examined the contents. Nostalgic tears trickled down my time-worn
cheeks as, with trembling fingers, I tenderly stroked the glad rags I had last seen so long ago that I
was completely overcome with emotion. As was my pre-incarceration wont, I laid out my togs gently
on the table, thinking all the while to myself: "Gad! What exquisite tailoring". Suddenly, I noticed
my escort looking somewhat bug-eyed and puzzled. Upon inquiring of him the reason for his look of
askance, he stuttered and stammered something about the vogue and cut of my wearing apparel having
gone out with feathered boas, velvet chokers, tippets and straw boaters. Tell me, Mr. Marshall: What
shall I do? Upon my word, I felt hot only "at home" but as though I were the personification of mas
culine fashion and splendour in my get-up, which, for your information, is composed of the following:
Plus-fours; diamond knee-length golf hose with scarlet garter-tabs; Norfolk jacket (belted); Upper
Canada turtle-neck sweater; Ascot cravat; pearl stick-pin with lucky horseshoe charm attached; peak
ed cap of same material as jacket; Scotch brogues with flaps; shooting stick; lapel watch; tanned leath
er coat elbows; raccoon overcoat with beaver collar avec red-white-blue streamers hanging from the
left shoulder, reminiscent of some now long-forgotten rugby-football struggle, and German silver half-
pint flask in hip pocket.

(Signed) Algernon Porril-Fast

ANSWER

Dear Algic:

One thing that comes to my mind right off .the bat is that you definitely have a problem and I
don't mean perhaps. I feel that I have no recourse in this instance but to pass on to you what my
personal custom tailor in Toronto always said to me, regardless of what colour or material or cut I
selected: "On you it's looking good! Marvellous fit! What a figure!" If this doesn't seem to you to
be acceptable consolation, I must remind you that there have been one or two changes in men's styles
since you were segregated from society as an incorrigible juvenile delinquent in 1920. May 7 make a
small suggestion which, perhaps, might be of some assistance to you in effecting economy and also
modifying your garments so that they more or less comply with the dictates of present-day delinquent
practice? First of all, I would recommend a leash and a leather collar (with brass stud ornamentation)
for the. fur coat. Secondly, if you will simply lower the phis-fours as far as they'll go and fasten the
straps tightly around your ankles, you will become a reasonable facsimile of a 1955 zoot-suiter. Next,
remove the belt from the jacket and do one of two things with it: (a) Toss it into the nearest garbage
container, making sure that the lid is clamped down aftenvards to keep out the dust or (b) Use it as
a neck-tie, but bear in mind that you cannot get away with the "twice-around-and-once-over" meth
od of knotting it around your neck; only Windsor knots are being worh these days. As for the shoes,
they seem to be all right, but you will have to get rid of tli/jrflaps or have them dyed in a contrasting
colour. Deep purple? Your cap may be used as a tea-cosy, provided it is turned inside out and fitted
with some sort of heavy insulating material, such as fibre-glass. Lastly, there is the question of the
streamers. You mention that they are red, white and blue. As it is highly likely 1 will run short of
typeiuriter ribbons before the fall season eyids and winter closes in upon me, it would give me un
bounded pleasure if you would mail these to me by registered post, marking your parcel for the per
sonal attention of The C.B. DIAMOND'S senior editorial writer or. alternatively, the clerk in charge of
typewriter ribbons. And now a word of friendly advice, with my best wishes: Go ye from this place,
thou unhappy delinquent and see that thou sinneth no more.

My dear friend Marshall:

I am a steady reader of your column and I might add that I have been much amazed at your
brilliant calculations in the matter of clearing up personal problems. I happen to have one of those



perplexing questions on my mind which time.. .plenty of it.
In a few choice and well-chosen words, my problem is this:
egg?"

.has but served to make more complex^Fvs
"Which came first...the chicken or,the£$f

•<-,m

(Signed) T.W.O. Ovar

ANSWER

Dear Egghead:

What a silly question! In all my years of acting in the capacity of counsellor to both juvenile
and senior delinquents, I have never run across such utter stupidity. My first constructive reaction
to your query is precisely this: Does it really matter which came first as long as one or the other did?
However, as an old and well-tried gourmet of long standing or sitting (depending upon where I was
eating at the time) I agree that it DOES matter, in a sense, but only insofar as the purelytechnical
and functional aspects are concerned. I do not enjoy making an ass out of myself but I will go along
with you to the extent that it is worth while determining whether a hen was wrung into the deal or
not, when the first hen-fruit was laid, or whether (which I am inclined to doubt) there was such a
contraption as an incubator in those days. But there is one point of which you may be certain and
that is that neither an elephant nor a kiwi could possibly have been responsible for hatching such a
delightful creation. This applies also to the roc, in spite of th£ fact that there exist species of chicken
such as the Plymouth Roc, the Roc Wyandotte, the Barred Roc (nothing whatsoever to do with jails)
and others. In fact, there,is even the Piled Roc one sees in both rough and dressed states in an insti
tution such as Collin's Bay. As you know, The DIAMOND has always been noted for its scientific and
practical approach to any problem. This being so, I feel justified in forwarding to you, under separate
cover, two packages. One of these contains a dozen eggs. The second package (marked "fragile")
contains a live hen with motherly instincts. You can deduce from this that your question answers it
self. All you have to do is wait a few days, count up to 50, make like a rooster, pay a visit to the
nearest parson and ask him if he knows what a "parson's nose" is, and then write us and explain
which package reached you first. I'll be in hot water keeping my scrambled thoughts together while
awaiting your reply. As a rider, I respectfully ask you to remember what the General from Rhode
Island said when he was confronted with the same military problem which you have advanced-
"Don't shoot your shells until you see the whites of their eggs!" One other small volley: Don't count
your chicken before they're hatched. This provides an even better answer, in my humble opinion
P.S. Would you mind forgetting my address?

Dear Counsellor:

After our four-hour conversation of recent date, in which you obligingly let me do all the talk
ing on my very delicate and touchy problem, I feel it unnecessary to repeat all the details in writing
I do think, however, that it would do a world of good if the matter were aired in public. Can you help?

""J (Signed) Sol R. Plexus

ANSWER No!

Dear Plexiglass:

Dear Marshall:

I have been a resident of this solid and well-founded institution for nigh on to 6 years, 3 months •
and 21 i days, during which time no officer has had occasion to Tebuke me, to look twice in'my direc
tion, or to take my name and number. This outstanding record of conduct and integrity, I feel, entitles
me to at least a little consideration in entertainment matters. I'm the first to admit that "Boogie Woog-
ie", "Rock &Roll" and "Mountain William" music, like the atom, is here to stay for a while But why
oh why, should I be compelled to. listen to that kind of thing, day in and day out, week in and week
out, month in and month out, year in and year out, without let-up or respite?.. I have been offered the
old chestnut that I am free to listen or not to listen.. .But my attitude is that there is another type of
music which has endured for years and which never grows old. I am of the opinion that the men here
should have the opportunity of getting to know some of the better-quality musical works, as part of
their rehabilitation. Who can say? Such an innovation might well lead to starting a worthwhile and
constructive hobby, upon release. Pleas^ let me have your comments.

(Signed) Johann Beethoven-Strauss

ANSWER

My dear Jo:

I am in Jull sympathy and accord with your benign sentiments. I for one have always beenv!>-* <*
an ardent lover of the classics. It may interest you to learn that I am here for having forged notes <m*M&
a grand scale. Indeed, had I soft-pedalled rather than fortissimoed my zeal, it is likely I would never<M&
have seen the Pomp and Circumstance of the law courts, far less placed myself in a position where lWM
am forced to hear six renditions daily of "I'm in the Jail-house Now", "The Prisoner's Song" and the Jv?
musical version of the celebrated poetic work, "Stone walls do not a prison make". By the way the;W&

8 " "W*
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latter number has been adapted into the key of E-flat for tenor kazoos. Have you considered all facets
of this momentous query? For instance, if "Hill Billy" were to go by the boards, how would private
industry employ the resulting glut of western crooners? Furthermore, can you imagine an ex-cowboy
singer's horse pulling a bread van? Can you not see the adverse effect such a calamity would have on
the equine's nerves, with no audience, no make-up, no background music and no varnish on his hoofs?
Just visualize, if you can, a horse used to hearing "Home on the Range" performing his God-given task
for a change.' And as for "Rock & Roll" and "Boogie Woogie", just think of the tremendous impact its
curtailment would have on the national economy! There would be thousands upon thousands of so-
called singers and musicians out of work and pawnshops would be bursting at the seams with trum
pets, trombones, bass fiddles, saxophones, cymbals, triangles and instruments of percussion. Mucli and
all as I feel very strongly about the value of musical education, I can see the futility of embarking up
on a campaign of international scope with so many attendant factors and salient features in the offing.
My motto is and always has been this: "Fiat, justitia mat caelum". . In Debrett's Peerage, this inotto
appears on a shield of argent, with shadings of azure and vert, surrounded by lions rampant, each hold
ing in the dexter paw a microphone and in the sinister paw a bar. / want you to understand that I
once nourished Die identical views presently held by your good self, viz: "Et tu, Brute". See what I
mean? Be assured, however, that I will ever remain melodically yours.
NTB. Until this issue, I have been filling the appointment of Deputy Marshall. The Marshall lihnself
having moved on to greener pastures, I am pleased to take over and carry on. The second silver
stripe on my shoulder-strap is much more in keeping with my military bearing and certainly will en
sure that everything will be under control for as long as my seniors care to have me stay. Inciden
tally they're always crying in their beer about a lack of funds, a lack of typewriter ribbons, a lack of
paper and a lack of subscribers. Thinking that I might be the means of alleviating this distressing cir
cumstance, I take pleasure in extending the services of tliis column and my vast research bureau to my
reading public. First come, first served! Truthfully and faithfully, I hereby promise to do my best.

Ib!»AI)A!M> REPRINT

It makes us sick and tired to hear the oc
casional stories of mental midgets who an
nounce their desire to be returned to the "lux
ury and case" of prison. Every so often, the
public press seizes upon the utterances of some
blithering idiot in such tenor, and it's about
time we expressed our thoughts in the matter.

At the outset of this discourse, let us admit
that, for some, prison offers a life of compara
tive comfort and protective shelter. All of us
know that there are a few poor human beings
who, in prison, arc better off than they would
be on the "outside". But, even from the abyss
of ignominy, we raise the 'plaint that such a
statement is true of only.the most minute por
tion of prison populations.

The regimen, the regimentation, the abnor
mality of living, the deprivation of personal
privacy and privilege, the rotten realization
of personal failure, and the loss of individual

SOURCE: THE SPECTATOR,
.Jackson. Michigan, U.S.A.

identity, all of which mark prison existence,
are. of themselves, only a few of the reasons
that make prison repugnant to anyone in full
possession of his "marbles". To anyone gull-

. ible enough to believe that any prison is a
Shangri-La. we offer the word of those who
know best that such a claim is downright rid
iculous.

Certainly there are SOME who arc better
off in prison. There are also some who would
be better off in the almshouse, or who would
be better off in an asylum, or who would be
better off in a cemetery. But it's" a reflection
on our way of living to believe that any hcal-
ihy, sane and serious man would be belter off
in prison. It's a slander upon the intelligence
of the public to expect them to believe that
Iheir money is being dissipated to provide
luxurious surroundings and easy-chair comfort
for the men who have broken the laws of the
land.

UNITED TO CONVICT ... DIVIDED TO RESTORE

It is sobering to recall how closely knit the forces arc that bring'about a
\ person's conviction;.and how loosely connected arc those that arc called upon to

assist his reclimbing.
Harrison Allen Dobbs, Ph.D., Professor of
Social Welfare, Louisiana State University.
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T was with profound interest that we read
a small but unusual commentary in the
recent edition of a popular.Toronto daily.

Those few, tiny paragraphs did not appear
on the front page, as likely would the report
of a crime. Neither did they carry a banner
heaxl-line, as would have been normally award
ed to the particulars of a hold-up or some sim
ilarly "sensational" offence.

Notwithstanding, that little item, relegated
to, and almost lost in, an inside section of the
newspaper, to us easily merited front-page
rating and a large, bold caption. Because the
story it told is of a type one rarely, if ever,
sees in print.

A certain young man divested his employer
of a considerable sum of money, running into
four figures. The culprit was duly apprehen
ded and charged. At his hearing, he was con
victed and given a reformatory sentence.

One of the witnesses, who, of his own voli
tion, appeared in court, was the accused's em
ployer. The latter very graciously consented
to speak up for the benefit of the accused. In
so doing, he daringly cited the accused's rec
ord of faithful service and value as an employ
ee, and went on to say that it was the com
pany's wish and policy not to hold a grudge
against a man who, during a period of weak
ness, had fallen by the wayside.

The employer took special pains to explain <.
to the court that the company would be both
happy and willing to re-engage the accused,
upon expiration of his prison term.

Hard to believe? Admittedly, it is. Sounds
like a fairy tale. Such an occurrence is so un
common that it might well be categorized as
an isolated case.

There is a lesson to be learned from this
supernal act of mercy and understanding.

Arbitrarily, a great many employers refuse
to hire an ex-prisoner, regardless of4iis quali
fications, the circumstances of his offence, or
any other elements>But here for all to see is
a shining example of a firm which are anxious
to reinstate a man who stole, not from some
body else, but FROM THEM.

The name of the company struck a respon
sive chord. Searching our memory, there came
a sudden flashback. Our lower and upper
school textbooks frequently bore the-name of
this particular manufacturer. Spying it in the
paper and then recognizing it, the feeling was"
the same as that which.one experiences upon
renewing acquaintance with an old school
chum.

This recognition we"related to products of-
exceptional quality. As with Rolls-Royce au
tomobiles, Dack's shoes and The National.
Geographic Society's magazine, the books
made by the company in question spell cha
racter, durability and a fountain of knowledge.

We take pleasure in honouring Messrs. Wr.
J. Gage & Company, Limited, of Toronto,
Ontario, whose officials are tolerant and hu
mane enough not just to consider employing
a robber, but to rehire the very man who had
stolen their money.

The reader will recall the old saying, "It's
like biting the hand that feeds you". In this
instance, the accused did exactly" that. He bit
the hand that fed him, and it was a painful,
bite.

The law had to exact its price, but this }|
man's employer stepped into the breach and /
forgave him his trespass. There is a respon- •:
sible job awaiting him with the W. J. Gage
Company when he leaves at the prison gate
several months hence. No man could ask for
more.

We suspect that, underneath this gallant
gesture, is embedded- a shrine of words that
are familiar to Christians the world over:
"Forgive us our trespasses, as we forgive them
that trespass against us".

To that employer, this quotation from a -
common prayer in the Good Book is not some
thing one reserves to repeat, hypocritically,;
or as a matter of convention, in church onij
Sunday. Whether he realizes it fully or not,"
he has filled those-words to the brim with *
meaning.

Is it not a safe guess that a certain other.
Man intended that the import of these selfc
same words be practised, meaningfully?
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Singing the Bines
By John Christy Brown

The man went by and didn't drop no kite;
What's the matter with them people—
Why don't they write?
Thcrr was folks out there been writing to me,
But they all pulled up lame; no letters for me.

Now this don't count for the guys that are new—
Folks write for awhile—they always do;
But six months from now I'll hear them some night
Saving "What's the matter with them people?
Why don't they write?"

Sure, you're getting tn'sits; they'll last awhile,
But that's only because you just got here {smile);
I had a visit but only the once,
But wait 'til you've been here 18 months!

You got a friend that wants to write?
Well, call him your brother,
And maybe next week up pops another,
So you fix 'em both up with the family name
And two months later they pull up lame.

Your girl been writing? Well, man, that's nice,
But a few years for now she'll come on like ice;
You'll pull your hair and curse all night—
That's exactly what happens when your girl
Don't write.

I had a girl when I came in here,
But I ain't heard from her in over a year;
But I'm getting short and one of these 7iights
She'll up and hit me with a couple of kites.

I look for the mailman to treat me kind,
But. he says, "Letter for you?
You're old of your mind!
You had lots of friends out there on the street,
But you're in the pen now and, man, you're beat!"

If there's no mail for you when the man comes round,
Don't let it worry you and get you down;
There may come a time when folks'll treat you better,
And then every night you'll score a letter.

They jmsi don't realize that a man in jail
Does much better time if he gets some mail;
But they nil sit back and wail for him to write—
Instead of getting on the ball and
Dropping him a kite!

If you're one of the lucky ones [And I hope you are),
And your friends and your girl stuck by you so far,
Try from now on to stay out of jail,
So's I won't hear you hollering ''-What! No mail?"

11
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HITHER ffi <yOH (An Editor's Observations.)

The August 1955 edition of The DIAMOND carried a couple of articles which have drawn a
fusillade of enfilade fire from critics who appear to take offence rather easily and without just
cause. The first criticism has been directed against the work "HAVE MERCY UPON THEM
FOR THEY ARE SICK ... LET US STOP PRETENDING!", which undertook to plead the,
cause of drug addicts. Many, many hours of research and study went into the making of this
article. It appeared in The DIAMOND strictly as a courtesy. It was written as a friendly and •
helpful gesture and most certainly not with the idea ofcreating hard feelings. There was nothing
behind it. It did not imply, nor attempt to imply, that drug addicts are "rats", nor can the con
text of the article possibly be constructed in this way by anybody who knows something of lang- .?.<
uage. Those that have placed this grossly malformed inference on the wording cannot support.i¥"
their contention, either grammatically or logically. Any fool knows that not all drug addicts •
are "rats", just as any fool knows that not all drug addicts arc untrustworthy. Therefore, this is •.-:-•''
not an apology but an explanation. Analysis of the article's contents will prove that we of The:v^':
DIAMOND wanted only to exemplify and stress the following points: (a) That drug addicts ;
are essentially sick people in need of help; (b) That penitentiaries and other types of conven
tional prisons are not fit places for drug addicts, since they do nothing but punish them; (c)

-That a possible solution to the problem of drug addiction and drug trafficking lies in the legaliz-
, ation of the sale of narcotics at government-approved rates to registered users. The aritcle made

every excuse under the sun for drug addicts. It essayed to depict the drug addict in the most '-'•
favourable light, from beginning to end, and it decried the practice of treating a drug addict as .
though he were nothing but a piece of carrion. It calendared the present custom of investigating,
arresting, convicting and incarcerating drug addicts as the height of absurdity. What more
could it have said that would have assisted the plight of the drug addict any better? The DIA
MOND retracts not one word and stands pat on the views expressed in the article. We believe
we went all the way out on a limb in our effort to convince our readers that money spent in the
apprehension and imprisonment of drug users is money wasted. Thus, we suspect the" worst of
those who have found fault with a mere word, here and there, and an isolated phrase or two. It
appears to us that the expostulators have protested so profusely that they are the ones who are
guilty of satisfying an ulterior motive. Our pity descends upon the conspirators and upon the '
overtrustful ones conspiring with them.

The second article to come under the gun was the one bearing the title "A.A IN PRISON
AS SEEN BY A NON-ALCOHOLIC". Those who tore it asunder are reminded that The DIA
MOND is not an A.A. periodical and that it printsA.A. materialsolely as a courtesy toA.A. This
fact should speak for itself. Additionally, the article was fully in accord with the proposition that
a true alcoholic, like a drug addict, is primarily a sick person and, being so, may be excused for his
waywardness. But it also pointed out that in every camp there are imposters and deceivers,
and suggested that sincere A.A. members should ferret out these imposters and deceivers and get
rid of them. The article was warm in its admiration of the A.A. way of life and hopeful that
membership in prison A.A. groups would continue to expand. We stoutly defend the article, as
written, and declare that it was a wonderful boost for A.A. in prison. On that account, no* ap
ology is necessary and no retraction of any statement in the article is considered to be in order.

««»««««*«««*»

Sunday after Sunday, Major William Mercer of the Salvation Army holds Bible Classes in
the Protestant Chapel, on a voluntary basis. The number of students is increasing rapidly.
The readings from the Bible are educational. The hymns and choruses being sung are a tonic
for pent-up vocal chords. Those attending have have come to look forward with anticipation to
these little get-togethers on Sunday'mornings and to esteem Major Mercer and his visits more
and more.
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There was no ribbon-cutting ceremony, and no skirl of a hundred pipers to mark the oc
casion (as there were for the opening of the Strait of Canso causeway between the Nova Scotia
mainland and Cape Breton Island) but here's a special bulletin: Our new dormitory opened
last month, with a bang. Result: Collin's Bay Penitentiary now has taken on a"ncw look", and
another milestone in construction activity in these parts has been reached.

#«*##*#*#»«**

It was with mingled feeling of regret and happiness that we bade farewell to DIAMOND
supporter and defender Donny Warner. Right from the start, lie was a friend of ours. His re
lease to greener fields was regrettable because he was a gentleman, from the word "go", and an
ardent sportsman in both softball and soccer. We arc intensely happy that Donny has been given
a fighting chance to show that he is, at long last, worthy of the honour of once more taking up
the duties of citizenship which he left so abruptly about a decade ago.- Men of Collin's Bay join
with The DIAMOND in wishing Donny Warner the bestof luck and Godspeed outside the walls.

•*««*«*»«*«««

And now we must bring out the black crepe and proceed with the task of printing our own
"THIRTY". Our time has almost expired and, anyway, a change is as good as a rest. For bet
ter or for worse, we have been at the helm of The DIAMOND for the past 19 months. During
that period, we have had some rough times and we have been the sad recipient of plenteous un
printable commentaries from our fellow-prisoners. On behalf of our successor, may we observe
that a prison Editor's job is not exactly a plum. He is constantly faced with the problem of turn
ing out the magazine according to a standard which will serve his principals (i.e., his prison as
sociates) to the uttermost and, simultaneously, he must provide material which is readable, in
teresting and acceptable by public subscribers. The object of editing is never to alter a contri
buting writer's "thoughts indiscriminately but, rather, to present those thoughts in print with such
changes as will make the finest impression on the"outside" reader. Since its inception, that fac
tor has always been one of the policies of The DIAMOND, and the many letters of praise re
ceived from subscribers testify that this firm stand is justified. This, however, should not pre
vent budding authors from helping the Editor, and the call hereby goes out to those wise and
conscientious enough to accept the challenge to get busy with pencil and pen and compose stories,
articles and poems for publication in The DIAMOND. All in all, although we cannot truth
fully say that, as pilot of The DIAMOND, we have ever been in a position to look at the world
through rose-coloured glasses, the opportunity of filling the appointment of Editor has been grat
ifying in the extreme. The DIAMOND takes a back scat to no periodical on the penal press
circuit, and it is our hope that it will remain at this level or rise above it. At our own request,
we have been- sent out to pasture for the remainder ofour "bit". The DIAMOND'S rudder pas
ses into the experienced hands of Chas. Downs, who has promised, on his word of honour, that
the policy and platform introduced and inspired by our predecessors in office, and upheld and
augmented by us, will be maintained and complied with, come what may.

30 IM 30

PART OF THE REASON

In actual fact, many of the causes of juvenile delinquency stem from one missing
element. That is the element of love. All children need love to survive, psychologi
cally. If love is missing, who is to blame? The child is usually blamed as being
irresponsible, incorrigible and delinquent. Actually, however, the responsibility is a
social one. The whole family has failed; society has failed. The price of this neglect
is a dubious harvest of juvenile delinquents. .

Thomas Lee Gore, M.D., Assistant Superintendent,
Medical Services, State Hospital, Atascadero,
California, U.S.A.

CORRECTIVE REQUIREMENTS

A major need in contemporary criminology is for closer integration of
psychiatry and the other behaviour sciences with the administration of crimi
nal justice. Professor Paul W. Tappon, Sociology

Dept., New York University, U.S.A.
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A CAREFUL STUDY of no fewer than 50 penal magazines and newspapers shows that they rarely, if
ever, allot space to a discussion of one or more of the following topics: Arrest, trial, conviction, penal
reform, re-education, post-release problems, recidivism, prison wages, gate money, pre-discharge read
justment, sentence disparity, segregation in prison, et al. As we see it. altogether too much coverage
is given to sports and sports tables, female jazz and "blues" singing stars and criticism of prison ad
ministration. Our unshakable belief is that EVERY ISSUE of a prison publication should contain an
editorial dedicated to one or more of the above causes. Such a work could be written by the Editor or
copied from one of the other organs. Since it is probable that local, state, provincial and federal pro
cedures and complexities vary, it should be permissible for a fellow-editor to alter another's editorial
to suit. At present, certain prison periodicals make it look as though life In prison were a continual
round of softball games, rugby-football games, moving pictures and concerts. Others publicize can
teen amenities and diversionary privileges to a degree that provides a decidedly lopsided and erron
eous impression in the minds of the reading public. Still others portray the efforts of correctional
workers, clergymen and the like out of all proportion to the facts, and omit the plain truth that, for
the most part, prisoners are personally responsible for getting out of jail and staying out. There is
no excuse for any of this. We went through more than 200 magazines and papers to fimi suitable
material for only one page of QUALITY QUOTES and this does not speak well for the penal press as
a whole.

THE NEW DAY (Mansfield, Ohio): In your issue for August 20, you point out"that an inmate paper
should not contain the writings of only a few inmates, but should reflect the ideas, talents and atti
tudes of all those men who have something worthwhile to add to the entertainment and information
of their fellow-inmates. May we say a word or two on this? You know, just as well as we know that
only a handful of prisoners care to write for a penal publication. And you must also know that even
some of these take exception to having their contributions edited' and made fit for consumption by
people in the "outside" world. Sure as you're born, a prison Editor eventually finds himself left with
only a few stalwarts who, come hell or high water, can be counted on to produce. Is it not true in
addition, that it would never do to publish certain articles, reviews, stories and poems which are
•turned in by men whose thinking is out of alignment with that of the majority of prisoners and with
that of the public? May we say one more thing? It seems to us that It wouldn't matter whether or
not contributors were paid for their work; there would still be a marked dearth of printable material
Proof: Collin's Bay Penitentiary is reputed to boast as intelligent a group of prisoners as one would
find anywhere in the world. Yet, knowing that handsome prizes were being awarded to the contes
tants entering the top six essays in a recent International Prisoners' Aid Association competition there
were only five entries. We have found that neither badgering nor shaming has any effect Conclu
sion: The Editor' and his little band of confederates are the ones who* in practice, share the onus of
turning out copy. Well?

CROSSROADS (Camp Gordon, Georgia): We were browsing through a bound volume made of your
magazine for the year 1954 when we ran across that little item, via the ELMIRA SUMMARY and THE
ATLANTIAN, in your August 21 number, dealing with the attributes of a prison editor. Question- How
is such an individual expected never to make an error and to be capable of riding two horses galloping
in opposite directions at the same time? Another question: How can h? satisfv the opinions heldby
his fellow-prisoners, his keepers and the subscribers who dwell outside the walls and still get out of
bed in the morning with a smile for everyone? To say that a prison Editor must be qualified to write
forcefully, pulling no punches and without incurring the wrath of those punched; to say that he must
be neither parrot nor copy-cat, and to say that he can afford to make no enemies is sheer nonsense
and well you know this. Revised qualifications: Be as thick-skinned as a rhinoceros, as insensitive
as a castrated horse, as fearless as the Commandoes, as impersonal as a civil servant replying to an in
quiry asking for the average rainfall in Newfoundland in 1923, and as authoritative as Simon Legree.

CANADA? A nation with a high crime record will prove to be a lagging or faulty mem
ber in the global family. .... .From the 100th Annual Report of the

Prison Association of New York.
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QUALITY QUOTES

from pENITENT pENS

WEEKLY PROGRESS (Marquelle. Michigan): "Without an incentive to progress, and without the
definite c-iri of his imprisonment in plain sight at some reasonable distance in the future, no prisoner
can be expected to go on blindly, without becoming discouraged, embittered, frustrated and worsened,
at the utter futility of it all".
SPECTATOR (Jackson, Michigan): "Prisoners turn to recreation simply because time, an element
that weighs heavily in the lives of imprisoned men, can be used in this manner, and not because the
recreation is particularly enjoyable. Prisoners are not able to play wholeheartedly. They cannot
lose -hemselves in a game as, for instance, college students do. Men confined are always conscious of
the.r confinement and there is a shadow over all their recreation. Their fun, if it can really be called
fun, comes through a veil of grimness".'
HILL TOP NEWS (Ionia. Michigan): "Prisons were not meant to prevent crime, but, rather, to pre
vent the recurrence of crime. With the right understanding of the recidivist's problems and well-guid
ed re-education, he can become a strong, dependable citizen".
Tvrr RFFORMATORY PILLAR (SI. Cloud, Minnesota): "If the prison system has failed so blatantly
in its nurnoses of protecting society and reclaiming the wrongdoer, why has society not junked it long
•i-o'" The answer is that, although society pretends it wants only protection against the criminal, it is
much more strongly motivated by the primitive impulse to punish the criminal".
THE SUMMARY (Elmira, New York): "The honest criminal.. .and by honest we mean the man who,
actually having no other recourse than theft, resorts to it to feed his family. . .is as rare in prison as
'an atheist in the first pew in church on Sunday".
THE NEW DAY (Mansfield, Ohio): "It is not uncommon to hear of a judge throwing the well-
known book at some accused person who has unfortunately, stupidly, or inadvertently become a law
breaker Justification for this is usually handed down in the form of a cliche that has long since out
lived its' usefulness in the courtrooms of our nation: 'I'm going to make an example out of you' ".
AGRICOLA (London, Ohio): "I say that a tough prison never made anyone go straight, and I speak

"with the authority of mv own experience in some of the toughest prisons in the world. And I speak
from the experience of"hundreds of my prison associates. It has been abundantly demonstrated that
voii cannot treat men like vicious animals without having them turn into vicious animals as a result
of that treatment".
THE RAIFORD RECORD (Raiford, Florida): /"Rehabilitation is an overworked word ... an empty
cliche...a mockery of modern penological principles".
THE MONTHLY RECORD (Wetherfield. Connecticut): "One of the constant delusions of mankind,
despite all historical proof to the contrary, is that the-way to decrease crime is to increase the sever
ity of the punishment".
MOUNTAIN ECHOES (Stony Mountain. Manitoba): "The vast majority of those behind bars in our
nc-iial institutions are men who, through an error in moral judgment, have made a mistake or a scries
of mistakes The fact has been established for quite a long time that errors m judgment are fairly
common among even the best of the human race. The men in our penitentiaries who seek to better
themselves and seek to know themselves are to be honoured, •not reviled. As a columnist with a
wide acquaintanceship, I would sooner choose a good, neat burglar any day than a smug Pharisee
who would write that sympathy and understanding for convicts is nonsense".

PENSCOPE (Moundsville. Wesl Virginia): "Not all penitentiary prisoners are reclaimable, needless
to say But if even 50 men from a prison population of a thousand were completely rehabilitated, as
the result "of an honest and full-fledged programme of rehabilitation, the other 900 could well go
plump to hell, if they choose such a manner of life. The savings in both human beings and hard-won
taxpayers' dollars would be well worth the aspirin consumed in formulating a highly geared pro
gramme for the purpose of building new guts into old frames".
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JN /flT 0NDAY> October 3rd. 1955 was grad-
Y | nation day in this Institution. The
_ _I_ceremonies were well attended by

members of the inmate population as well as
many high ranking local & Dominion Officials.

The Warden, Col. V.S.J. Richmond opened
the formalities by introducing the guests and
spoke briefly on the many advantages a man
may gain by putting his time whilst here to
good use; at Ihis point, he turned the proceed
ings over to Mr. W.G. Downton, Chief Voca
tional Officer who acted throughout as chair
man.

Mr. Downton outlined the vocational train
ing program in force at present; following
this, he introduced the guest speaker Mayor
G. Wright of Kingston. Mayor Wright held
the audience's attention with many references
to the high value communities place on trades
men, the importance of learning a useful trade,
and the facilities placed at inmates disposal;
his short talk was thoroughly appreciated by
all.

Mr. Rj*L Beanies, case-work supervisor of
the John Howard Society was presented and
talked on what the John Howard Society was
equipped and prepared to do for the released
man. He stressed the fact that a man must
be fitted and prepared to re-enter society, and
he had great praise for past inmates who have
made good as citizens, all and all a very bright
and cheerful talk.

At.this point, Mr. Farrell, Manager of the
National Employment Service was introduced;
his talk was along employment Hues. He ex
plained how much depended on'the released
man's behaviour, his ability to hold a.job, his

i
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Vocational

Graduation

attention to his work. |imv muci, t\xy meant
to the man following; Lfta left a mark on the
audience as could be hoard later in the in
mates' conversation. Mi. Farrell left the audi
ence with a feeling of hope; here was a man
who not only could help j|,em jn gaining work,
but would do so.

Now the principal speaker. Mr. J.A. Mc
Laughlin took the stage; )K. cnscd everv one's
mind at once by passing aionp t]H, j.,^ \msc_
ball bulletin; so much l<M- the sport news, for
the next fifteen minute..- |,e jie](i hjs audience
spell-bound.

Stressing that a man ,nQst have an honest
desire to help himself, Mr. McLaughlin went
on to say that, it is what you arc that counts,
not what you have beei,/He a]so mcntioneci
that seventy per cent of the graduates of Vo
cational Training never return to institutions.
A personal target for eatitl man also suggested
by the Assistant Commissioner, a definite goal
to look forward to. not just your dav of re
lease; every one must l,ave some om? as an
idol or something, a conorete objective.

By all standards a inost enlightening ad
dress, and space linuts iUo to a mere summary
of this talk on re-hahil'untion.

At the close of the exercise, an inmate grad
uate of the Plumbing S^i100] sai(\ a few well
chosen words, which, weiv presented on behalf
of the graduates. He thanked the Assistant
Commissioner for his eo-opcratjon, the Admin
istration, the Instructor for (,neir patience
and guidance and Mr. AV.G. Downton for the
careful and complete ^ujs^vision of the cours
es here in Collin's P&y.

To these inmates who have used their time
to better themselves and raise their education
al standards, the DIAMOND extends the
heartiest congratuls:ions..
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IT was a little after seven o'clock when I
checked in at the hotel. The Royal wasn't
BXactIv a dump, but there were lots better

town I couldn't afford to be choosy. My
supply of cash was at an all-time low.

I unpacked my suitcase. The room was
warm and stuffy so I headed in the direction
0f a cocktail bar down the street. I sat alone
and ordered a rum and coke. I got to figuring
out how I could replenish my fast-dwindlmg
bank roll.

\t first 1 failed to notice the young woman
who took a scat diagonally across from me. I
was deep in thought. Her first words woke me
up.

"I beg your pardon", she said, "but do you
mind if I join you? I'm by myself".

"Not at all". I answered, like a gentleman.
"Please make yourself at home".

I gave her a quick once-over. Not bad. Not
bad at all. Golden hair. Blue eyes. Expensive
ly dressed.

"May I order you something to drink?" I
ventured,, curious to sec how she would react.

"Of course you may", she said, rather quict-
l\v "My name is Violet Walker". Her teeth
were gleaming white and even. The smile she
flashed made me go all simple for several sec
onds. She was completely unaffected.

The night wore on and soon we were talking
quite freely. She told me she had inherited a
large hardware business from her uncle. The
profit for 1954 was something like S40,000.00.
The working capital was in the hundreds of
thousands. My heart skipped a beat when I
heard this. But I gave no sign of being more
than casually interested. I listened intently.
You find out a lot by letting others do the
talking.

She spoke of her investments and savings as
though fifty-dollar bills were like so many
grains of wheat. WowlJL had years of experi
ence in the confidence'game and I was sure

this was no act. You can always tell when it's
an act. She had the reserved, confident air of
the upper cla*8. Money didn't mean a thing to
her. I could see she wasn't fooling.

I remained silent for quite awhile. Had to
win her to my side. I ordered a couple more
rounds of drinks. I was putting her completely
at case. Simple when you know how. I know
every trick in the "business". This was a lucky
break. She was beautiful but dumb. Terribly
dumb. You know the kind. My pet idea was
that it served a girl right for talking to strange
men in cocktail bars.

One small thing puzzled inc. Why should so
conservative and well-heeled a woman visit a
bar without an escort? I had to find out. Fin
ally. T broached tire question.

"I came on business. I don't know anybody
here. I just wanted to go back home and tell
the folks I'd done the town...is that what
you call it?" She chuckled. Sounded just like
a little boy Ihat had stolen a piece of choco
late cake while, his mother's back was turned.
The story rang true. She didn't have to think
up that answer.

I had to play my cards quickly or the goose
with the golden egg would be gone. I asked if
she would consider staying over until the next
night. T said 1 would be delighted to show her
through the famous red light district.. .just
for the excitement and so she could say she
had made the rounds. I put on my best edu
cated voice. Made it look as if I was a wealthy
visitor. It was now or never. I needed dough
and I couldn't waste any more time. I got
ready for the pitch.

I ordered a taxi and accompanied her to the
Ritz-Carlcton. Best joint in town. $9.00 a
night for a single room. I took my hat off at
the door, shook her hand lightly, bowed grace
fully and left.. .but not before getting a pro
mise that she'd stay for the extra day. I would
call for her after lunch.

Next afternoon, I went all out. I threw mon
ey around like water. Acted like a millionaire.
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Talked like one, too. We entered a night club
at about 9:15. I was setting the stage for the
big deal.

An hour later and I was taking the plunge.

"I feel as though I've known you for years".
I remarked. "It's a pity we won't be seeing
each other again". I could see she had fallen
for me and my line. How did I know? Well,
there's nobody in the racket sharper than this
little boy.

"I just thought of something", I went on. "I
forgot this is Saturday. I meant to call at one
of the local banks and ask the manager to
advance me some funds to reimburse my float
ing expense account. I've had to do the same
thing many times before. Funny thing...I
suppose I must have an honest face because
I've never been refused yet. Actually, banking
regulations call for the manager to verify the
existence of a client's account, when he hails
from another part of the country. But in my
case this rule always seems to be waived. Any-
•way, there's no use talking about it. Too late
now. I should have remembered I was getting
low. Guess it must have something to do with
being so pleased at making your acquain
tance". I waited for her to take the bait.

"Could I help somehow?" came the respon
se. Just like sweet music in my ears. I con
cealed my sigh of relief. The preliminaries
were over.

"You mean borrow from you?" I replied,
incredulously, and then.. .quick like a fox...
"I could hardly do that. I've known you for
only a couple of days. But, say... perhaps you
CAN help.. .1 happen to have some gilt-edged
security. Just thought of it now". .

She said she didn't want anything to do
with security, but I insisted. After all, the deed
to my mother's cotton plantation in Georgia
made everything look'on tlie square. I fished
it out of my inside pocket. I handed it to her.

"You needn't have bothered.. .really", she
was repeating for the fifth or sixth time, as I
moved in for the kill. I remained discreetly
quiet, waiting for her to pop the inevitable
question. She did.

"And how much do you need?" she asked.
I met her gaze. Looking her straight in tlie

eye, I took the nose-dive. Double or nothing.
"You wouldn't have two thousand, would

AM

you?
"Not right with me", she replied, without

emotion or raising of eyebrows. My heart
>ank. "But Tcan get it for you in short order".
I swallowed hard. That was a close call. Too
close for comfort.

I was all ears. "I wouldn't want to cause
you any inconvenience . .but if it isn't too
much trouble..."

"No trouble at all. I'm glad tojdo this little
thing for you. It makes me feel ever so much
happier about accepting your many kindnes
ses to. me". Oh. you lovely, lovely blonde. I
thought.

The deed to my mother's cotton plantation
in Georgia was strictly a phoney, natch. What
a dope she was. Well, all I could say was that
she had it coming to her.

If I would wait, she would go at once and
get the two g's. It would take her about an
hour, there and back. Certainlv I would wait.
Why not?

I paced nervously back and forth. Sixty-
five minutes had passed when a telegraph mes
senger came towards me. a long white envel
ope protruding from his left breast pocket.
"Special delivery from a Miss Walker", he
announced.

I gave him a buck and told him to be on his
way, but not before passing experienced fin
gers over the bulky envelope. It contained
cash all right. Breathlessly, I opened it. I was
elated.

There was a dollar bill on either side of the
deed to my mother's cotton plantation in
Georgia. And there was a nice little note, too,
written in a typical feminine hand. This is
what it said:
"Dear Mr MacDonald:

The enclosed $2.00 will pay for roughly
10% of the drinks. It's a coincidence that
my hardware store and adjacent properties
are situated right on top of your mother's
cotton plantation in Georgia. When I arrive
home, I'll have to consult with my lawyer
in this matter. Or maybe it was a surveyor's
mistake. What do you think? Happy land
ings!

P.S. Thanks for the good time.

Very sincerely yours,
Violet Walker".

Which just goes to show you that you can't
trust anybody these days...not even a well-
heeled, respectable and gullible woman.
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ERKY POEMS BY PRISONER POETS

Diamonds in the Bough

ALONG FAMILIAR TRAILS

When morning doth shine
Upon meadows divine
And the dew's on the grass,
There strole I,
Beneath the sky,
Along familiar trails.

The birds sweetly sing
And joy to me bring;
'Tis a feeling supreme,
And there am I
With noon almost nigh,
Along familiar trails.

The velvety night
Isn't far out of sight,
When I see mother doe
Down by the burn,
Shielded by fern,
Along familiar trails.

The darkness comes in
And I hear, as I grin,
A horned owl in a tree,
Hooting like mad,
Eerie and sad,
Along familiar trails.

And now I head back
To my snug little shack
And give thanks to my God:
Creator benign
Of wonders that shine
Along familiar trails.

By "Coz".

THE GUERDON

Even though the way be dark,
Hope doth live in each man's breast;
And, if he makes up Ms mind,
He can come through every test.

In this world of doubt and fear,
There's no room for spineless men;
Only those who strive deserve
The upright name of "citizen".

As ono looks to what's ahead,
This imiKt be the guiding star:
"If I iH-'er myself do fail,
I from grace can't wander far".

By Philip Hamilton.

I'd like to hold you in my arms
As long as life shall last;
I'd like to cheer you when you're sad
And skies are overcast.

I'd like to keep you close to me
Through every drop of rain
Through every icy snowflake that
Bedecks our window pane.

I'd walk with you in summer" and
I'd never leave your side
From springtime unto autumn and
Throughout the wintertide.

In sunlight and in shadow and
In every smile and tear,
From dawn to dusk I'd be with you
Through all of every year.

I'd like to gaze into your eyes
And look into your heart,
And hear your whispered word to me
That we will never part.

By Cecil Chernick.

WHICH I HAVE LOVED LONG SINCE

(And Lost Awhile)

I cannot help recall I found, forsooth,
The one for whom I yearned through endless

years;

She bubbled with tlie petulence of youth,
And, as I meditate on her, the tears.

Of joy and hope and thankfulness do spill
From out my eyes, whose •wont is not to show
Emotion born of simple love that will
Not lessen, fail, nor ever from me go.

Her name was Ruth; just that, and nothing more
Needs utterance to me to mark this friend;
I worship her today as ne'er before,
And know I shall continue 'til the end.

It is my fervent wish that time might fly,
So we can be together, she and I.

By John Angus.
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IN LOVING MEMORY

In kind and affectionate remembrance of
Charles ("Chuck") Boughner, dearest son, of my
sister, Mrs. Annie Boughner, R.R. 6, Simcoe,
Ontario, who suddenly departed this life as the
result of an unfortunate automobile accident on
a stretch of road known as Silver Hill, near
Simcoe, on the evening of 19th. July, A.D. 1952,
in his 20th. year.

He is dead and yet lives in that wonderful land
'Mid the glories of heavenly skies;
And he's oft felt the touch of the Master's kind

hand,
In that place where the soul never dies.

I know he'll be standing for me at the gate,
With a look of delight on his face;
Until then, I that happy reunion await,
And I dream of his tender embrace.

And though I do wish, now and then, he were
here,

I am sure he is safe up above;
So, meantime, I'll cling to his memory dear,
And daily abide in God's love.

.By Harvey Mattews.

FOR HER

I am so sad and lonely, dear,
I don't know what to say;
I miss your tender kisses and
Your kind and loving way.

Upon my bed I lie and think,
While listening to the rain,
Of all the wrong which I have done
And will not do again.

I long, dear, for. your gentle love;
Please send me what you can,
So when I go back home to you
1*11 be a better man.

.By Joey Sullivan,

AN INCONSISTENCY

THE ANSWER?

'Tis true that I have failed and lost my way,
And came to this, sad ending on my own;
But e'er I look upon myself and say:
"Full soon canst thou for thy foul sin atone".

A stalwart heart; a never-bending will;
A firm determination- to prevail:
These attributes a failure's being must fill,
If he the ship "Recovery" would sail.

It matters not how adequate the aid,
It weighs but little what his station be:
It's known that every man can climb the grade;
If he but sets his mind, he'll find the key.

Since time began, the story is the same:
A fellow's "grit" alone decides the game.

.By No. 3924

PROOF

God made the grass, the flowers, the trees,
As gifts for me and you;
He also shaped the seven seas
And skies of grey and blue.

And thus I wonder why there can
Be folk who don't agree
That God's a real artisan;
To me it's plain to see.

By No. 3942 '

A DESIRE

I close my eyes, with a wish so deep:
A longing for rest—a longing for sleep,
A hope that soon I'll be fast in slumber
To dream my dreams in countless number. *

But my wish for sleep is all in vain:
Too restless my body, and active my brain;
So I'll shut my eyes and let my thoughts stray,
And thus fall asleep in that old-fashioned way.

By Donald Steinhoff.

One of the most obvious incongruities in present-day correctional practice is that
society is willing to pay hundreds of dollars a year to feed, clothe, accommodate and
guard an offender, and them send him out with a few dollars in his pocket, knowing
full well that this will not see him through until his first pay-day without begging,
borrowing or stealing. A wide gap exists between theory and practice in pre-release
planning.

Frank Loveland, Assistant Director, Bureau of
Prisons, Dept. of Justice, as quoted in "Financial

ESCAPE FROM REALITY "* ^^^ **"*• °f ***»" Plannin*"

V

Most people do not want to know nor understand the law offender as a human
being. If they did, it would make them realize that, basically, prisoners and other
people are much alike. The public tend to fear the law offender because they, fear
themselves. They fear what they, themselves, might do, or, at least, might want to
do, if the "taboos" on human behaviour were ever to be broken down.

John G. Milner, Associate Professer, School of
Social Work, University* of Southern California.
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Standing, left to right: Manager Allan Corrie; Jackie Howes; Ross Burnett; Stanley Craig; Bob Livingston; Philip McQuade; "Bud"
Smith; Ricky Windsor; Donnie McLean; Coach Gerry Parr.

Kneeling, left to right: Donny Warner; Miles Simpson; Robert Willsie; Jerry Bell; Jack Isenberg; Wallace Stubbs; Willie Sutton;
Paddy Swan; Lome Powers.
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On Sunday afternoon, August 28, in bright and sunny weather, the SINNERS went into action
against the PYRENE softball team of Toronto. The visitors found right from the start that they
were up against a real pitcher in. the person of our Wallace Stubbs. Also showing up well were Ross
Burnett, who played his usual high-quality game, Donnie McLean- and Ricky Windsor. Bob Living
ston also deserves special mention and Jackie Howes did a stellar job at first base. It was apparent
that the two teams were pretty evenly matched and that it would toe a duel between the rival bat
teries. Wallace Stubbs, after turning in a creditable performance, handed the pitching duties over to
Bob Livingston*, who carried the SINNERS through to a well-earned victory. This particular game
clearly pointed up the fact that the team with a good reserve of manpower* on the bench, ready to
take over at any moment, can be a winning team. This backlog of substitutes for the SINNERS paid
dividends. Here were the lineups:

PYRENES: D. Finney, 1st Base; G. Malloy, 2nd Base; H. Peck, 3rd Base; H. Smith; Short-Stop;
J. McLean, Left Field; J. Finbow, Centre Field; C. Fraser, Right Field; W. Feeney,
Catcher; E. Rushford, Pitcher.

SINNERS:: Jackie Howes, First Base; Philip McQuade, 2nd Base; Donnie McLean, 3rd Base; Ross
Burnett, Short-Stop; Paddy Swan, Left Field; Ricky Windsor, Centre Field; Bob Liv
ingston, Right Field; Jack Isenberg, Catcherr Wallace Stubbs, Pitcher; Allan Corrie,
Manager; Gerry Parr, Coach; Lome Powers, Trainer.
Substitutes: Donny Warner, "Bud" Smith, Jerry Bell, Stanley Craig, Willie Sutton,
Miles Simpson, Robert Willsie. FINAL SCORE: SINNERS, 15; PYRENES, 11.

On the afternoon of September 5, we had the pleasure of a visit from the BARONS of Kingston. The
game proved to be an outstanding exhibition of softball. The BARONS arrived with a man short and,
as a result of this, had to borrow a player from our SINNERS. Willie Sutton, star 2nd baseman, vol
unteered his services and, strangely enough, turned in his finest performance of the season as a mem
ber of the BARONS! (If you should happen to read this, Willie Sutton, accept our kindest regards).
Jerry BeU was on the mound for the SINNERS and he turned in a marvellous effort. For the first
few innings, there was little to choose between the two teams, but the inimitable. Donnie McLean was
responsible for the success of a beautiful doubleplay a little later on, and this put the damper on
the visitors' chances for a high-scoring spree. Still later, one of Ricky' Windsor's sensational cat
ches at centre field discouraged the BARONS further. The lineups:

BARONS: Faulkner, 1st Base; Stewart, 2-nd Base; Arniel, 3rd Base; Flinn, Short-Stop; Dundon,
Left Field; Dundon, Centre Field; Radon, Right Field; Swesbeck, Catcher; Wolfe,
Pitcher.

SINNERS: Jackie Howes, 1st Base; Philip McQuade; 2nd Base; Donnie McLean, 3rd Base; Ross
Burnett, Short-Stop; "Bud" Smith, Left Field; Ricky Windsor, Centre Field; Bob Liv
ingston, Right Field; Jack Isenberg, Catcher; Jerry Bell, Pitcher; Allan Corrie, Manager;
Gerry Parr, Coach. Substitutes: Robert Willsie, Paddy Swan, Stanley Craig, Donny
Warner, Miles Simpson. FINAL SCORE: SINNERS, 6; BARONS, 4.

The afternoon of September 18 saw a compositie team from the City of Kingston crossing bats
with the SINNERS. The contest was practically equal throughout and, as a matter of fact, the score
seesawed back and forth until the very last inning It could be seen that only one of those phen
omenal plays, familiar to fans throughout the sporting world, would turn the tide one way or the
other. "Bud" Smith of the SINNERS broke up the game with a circuit clout and thus sealed the fatp
of the visitors. Apart from this incident, it-was evident that the two teams were pretty well of the
same experience and calibre. The lineups:

KINGSTON M.Sears, 1st Base; H. Amey, 2nd Base; B. Jackson, 3rd Base; J. Flinn, Short-Stop; J.
COMPOSITES: Jordan, Left Field; H. Hannah, Centre Field; T. Stafford, Right Field; P. Swerbrech,

Catcher; J. Faulkner, Pitcher.

SINNERS: Donny Warner, 1st Base; Ross Burnett, 2nd Base; Donnie McLean, 3rd Base; William
Evon, Short-Stop; "Bud" Smith, Left Field; Ricky Windsor, Centre Field; Stanley
Craig, Right Field; Jack Isenberg, Catcher; Bob Livingston, Pitcher; Allan Corrie,
Manager; Robert Willsie, Coach. Substitutes: Paddy Swan, Miles Simpson, Jackie
Howes, Jerry Bell, Philip McQuade, Lloyd Morgan.

FINAL SCORE:: SINNERS, 7; COMPOSITES, 6.

In bringing down the curtain on the activities of the all-star SINNERS for the 1955 season, I
would say that every man who participated in an all-star game worked tirelessly to show the visitors
that a prispn team can perform just as capably as those in the "outside" leagues. The DIAMOND feels
it would bV.unfair to name any one, two or even three persons as meriting special praise, but we could
not let this opportunity pass without listing the following players: Donnie McLean, Ross Burnett,
Ricky Windsor, Jerry Bell, Bob Livingston and Jackie Howes. For the single sportsmanlike gesture of
the season, we think Willie Sutton should get the nod for his willingness to play for the BARONS
on September 5. Bravo, SINNERS! By Chas. Downs
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DIAMOND

HALL OF FAME

A TRIBUTE

to a

FINE ATHLETE

and

SWIMMER

EXTRAORDINARY
For the past several months, tho press

and radio have ben filled with stories of
endeavours to negotiate this and that
body of water, in an effort to be the first
to do so or to equal someone else's record
or to achieve the same objective in quick-
ir time.

First honours for distance must go to the
incomparable Miss Marilyn Bell of Toronto,
but, in surveying the subsequent rash of at
tempts to swim across certain lakes, channels,
straits and what have you, we sincerely be
lieve we have good cause to propose a can
didate for the runner-up position.

Every so often, there looms on the horizon
a talc of dauntless courage and determination
which, were it not for the intervention of freak
chance, might well have resulted in singular
success. It is to such an epic as that that this
citation alludes. For we who reside in Collin's
Bay Penitentiary as temporary "guests" of
the Government have in our midst a man who,
had fickle, fate not reared its unpredictable
head at the crucial moment, would indubit
ably have been the first male of the human
species to duplicate Miss Marilyn Bell's mom
entous feat of 1954.

We would like you to meet Mr. James Ed
munds, whose photograph appears above, and
you might as well know, here and now, that
the swimming event in which he participated
had to be eminently significant to qualify
him for special mention in The C.B. DIA
MOND (!!). Because, you see, Mr. Ed
munds happens to be an officer on the staff
of the penitentiary and it's pretty hard for
any prison officer, no matter how straight
forward and helpful he may be, to attain per
fection in the eyes of the prisoners.

Permit us to toll you about Mr. Edmunds.
Unlike the majority of marathon swimmers,
he is strictly an amateur ... a status of which
he is extremely proud. That should be ample
to prove that he is entitled to be placed in the
hallowed circle of kingly endurance swim-

is more. Mr. Edmunds is in
And, moreover, he has long,

mers. But thei
his 51st year!
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-j|7- RG£ND has it that in a far-off and re
mote district of an ancient eastern pro-

pi O'vin-GC, at a distance of some few fur
longs from the shores of a mighty lake, there
lies a stately walled city of most rare and
dignified grandeur.

So gorgeous and awe-inviting is each and
every component of this walled-city's domain
that it behooves someone other than a mere
writer of prosaic romance to single out the va
rious aspects (hereof for special mention, with
the possibility of one exception. One would be
remiss in one's duty as an author if one were
to omit at least an abbreviated reference to
the imposing array of busy municipal offices
at the furthermost end of the city, wherein
the Commanding Baron and his Knights dic
tate a municipal works programme which
forms the foundation for one 'of the world's
few surviving self-contained communities.

Within a flaming red steeple, which juts im
posingly into the upper atmosphere, there is
housed a quaint, single-noted carillon. At the
appointed hour of mid-day recess and at daily
respite in the late afternoon, it is the carillon-
cur's personal duty to toll the resonant bell
and thus summon back to the fold the assort
ment of brown-garbed workers who have toil
ed their allotted span of hours in the surround
ing agrarian fields and bureaus of industry.

On a clear day. an observer would take note
of the slate-grey parapets of this droll bastion.
manned at proscribed intervals by Junior
Knights whose chief enterprise, as one might
suppose. is in a sense similar to that of the
pliant long-bow archers of niediaval England
...with one important difference. Instead of
garrisuning the battlements to prevent access
to the premises by bands of outlaws and rov
ing highwaymen, the said Junior Knights are
recruited i.»r service which ensures that the
Hty's inhabitants d.. not take leave of the
municipal area until the terms of their signed

agreements made with vice-regal officialdom
are fulfilled to the letter, holidays excepted.

The whole picture looks for all the world
like a Trappist monastery but, as though this
characteristic were not enough, to make it
(von more monastic the peasantry plod cheer
fully back towards their austere existence
each day at eventide, chatting gaily over their
routine activities and planning their futures
by the score. Here and there one finds know
ing and creative faces, apparently fixed upon
contributing their all to this serene and pacific
way of communal life. There arc the fine and
delicate hands of artists, writers, poets, mus
icians, doctors and barristers, and there are
the bronzed shoulders of world-weary adver
tising giants, ex-brokers and erstwhile prosper
ous pursuivants that have given up the impet
uous frivolity of ordinary living, albeit with a
copious quantity of compulsion dogging at
their heels to egg them on. for a life quiet and
staid.. . for a livelihood of a sort which but an
exceedingly small percentage of the citizenry
could ever hope or care to follow.

Perhaps one of the most fascinating condi
tions attending the well-ordered existence pre
vailing within the limits of the city proper is
the almost uncanny 24-hour-a-day attention
bestowed upon the inhabitants by-the Ruling
Class. In all truthfulness, it can be said that
a labourer infrcquenlty finds it necessary, in
practice, to ask for this or that, regardless of
liis requirement. For, as difficult as it may be
of belief, all wants of the peons arc carefully
predestined and provided for in advance in a
dramatic, incredible and telepathic manner.
In fact, before one of the toilers readies him
self to propose one of a hundred questions that
could conceivably be on his mind, he finds a
trite and never-changinu answer emanating
from the mouth of one of the members of the
impersonally polite and ever-vigilant hie
rarchy.
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Before interposing a resume of how this
foot-weary calligraphist was drawn magneti
cally towards the impressive portals of this
eerie and shadowed way of.life, there is an
additional physical feature that demands sep
arate mention. As with-all strongholds, ingress
and egress are effected by means of a massive
portcullis, but, were it human and could speak
for itself, this particular one would confess
that it is both mixed up and frustrated. In
stead of supplying the means of repelling
would-be interlopers, it serves the purpose of
a directly opposite nature. To wit, its sole role
is to discourage would-be outerlopers! This
being the case, the Warder on duty at the
peephole ofttimes remarks that he is in the un
pleasant position, as far as the inhabitants are
concerned, where he is obliged to say "no"
considerably oftener than "yes". However,
there is at least one characteristic of this Great
Gate which can be compared favourably to
the drawbridge, clanking chains and water-
filled moat of the castle and parapet era,
namely: Upon producing adequate identifica
tion "at the front office" to verify his quest,
any horseman is permitted "carte blanche"
entry as far as the venerable keep at the inner
sanctum, whereat he may conduct such trans
actions as his august superiors see fit to sally
him forth upon.

The writer found his way to these Halls of
Reverence, so to speak, after having been the
recipient of a forthright and well-considered
recommendation from a benevolent and pub
lic-spirited Elder of a foreign principality ly
ing some 600 leagues westward from the dom
inant spire to which reference has already
been made. The said Elder read out from doc
umentary evidence that the writer had first
seen the light of day in a questionable envi
ronment and had spent the greater part of his
youthful and formative years in the giddy
company of gay and laughing compatriots.
The Elder went on to point out that this fun-
loving group of ne'er-do-wells had lived in
definitely in a perpetual state of carousel and
merry-making, the while freely imbibing of
the young wine epitomized by the tipsy god
of the bounteous grape, Bacchus. In all its
sordidness, the record of events went on to
say that these indolent brethren had delved
systematically into the sinks and drainholes
of multitudinous and nefarious laboratories of
iniquity and ill repute. It seems that these un
holy practices, amongst others, were to prove
the means of their eventual undoing.

In retrospect, the writer sometimes looks
back sorrowfully and yet gleefully to the pre-
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walled city happenings with an admixture of
remorse and regret. And when his memory
turns back the yellow and dusty pages of time
and reviews those wasted, green years, whose
blossoms were recklessly strewn along the
primrose path of impropriety, he is apt to
shed, in secret, something approximating th
calibre of a crocodile tear. Even more than
one of these, at times.

At all events, it came to pass that a caravan
transported this writer to the aforesaid colony
which, as hes been suggested, more nearly ap
proaches the apex of solemnity and bliss than
does any one of a dozen or more others of its
kind. Which is really saying something.

A summary of the scene one would take in,
were one to be on the outside looking in, as it
were, is now in order. At the crack of dawn,
the pawns are awakened from their sequester
ed nooks to the soft and melodious strains of
strings, cymbals, brass and harpsichord ...
played individually and in unison on alternate
days, for variety's satisfactions. Usually, a
madrigal is chosen to announce the hour of
reveille, but it is worth noting that minuets,
fugues and funeral marches have al$o had
their day.

And then, as if upon pre-arranged signal,
there is a loud clacking which, but for one's
awareness of the terrible truth to the contrary,
sounds much as though a wheelwright were
inserting spokes into a rimless carriage wheel.
It is to the everlasting credit of the Hall Pacer
that the great corridors suddenly become alive
with incandescent light and thus herald the
return of another day of drudgery. ^

Smilingly and with an easy grace, each res
ident arises from his monkish pallet and com
mences to splash himself gingerly with mea
sured sprays of pure spring water, thinking all
the while: "What can I do this day to make
the lot of my neighbour a happier one?" Com
pleting his toilet by combing what is left upon
his pate with a part-worn incisor or biscuspid
brush, he is now ready for anything.

Shortly afterwards, a Gentleman-at-Arms
appears, beclothed in raiment actually suitable
for a guardian of higher rank and station. A
suave onlooker would at once take stock of
the similarity between the wearing apparel of
the Gentle-at-Arms and that adorning the an
atomy of a member of the mass. It might be
said that the colours resemble one another,
especially in the dark, but at that point all
resemblance terminates.
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pation.

Meandering from vast passageway to vast
unssaeeway, one would be struck by the hum
ming, simulated chuckling and catty whistles
which issue from the oral regions of this bright
IUTay of contented faces. To keep the pot
boiling evcrv once in awhile some thoughtful
fellow'will turn about and pronounce a solemn
wish on him who follows immediately behind,
but this exceptional treatment is reserved for
followers who persist in walking as if in a
trance and jolting the one ahead of them in
line in the small of the back with the sharp
edge of the tray used for the carnage of food
stuff* Once in a blue moon, the victim of such
a poke in the spine retorts briskly with a sum
mation of the genealogical background of the
perpetrator. But this type of incident is calm
and tepid, when compared with the state of
orderly confusion which reigns supreme, off
and on, from dawn until dusk, within the
walls.

Ah, loveliest Shangri-La! How well dost
thou contain thy penitent dwellers, and how
remarkable that every last soul who sojourns
within thy bounds finds that, for him, time
is allowed to stand still with a sightless ven
geance. Neither by the hours of the day nor
by the hours of the night is there any question
of "tempus fugit". Quite the opposite, there is
a bulging supply of tranquility and hurried
boredom.

Again does the writer revert to the subject
of daily routine. Consequent upon stomaching
his generous and wholesome morning repast,
each worker departs with his fellow crafts
men, in cumbersome gait, to his appointed
station of duty, sporting an air that would
lead the uninformed to deduce that he was
indeed master of his own destiny.

The hands of the clock move ahead several
minutes, to find these menial labourers ready
for their day's work. In each strategically lo
cated segment of industry and occupation,

they marshal their forces for action. The quar
ters take up their tasks of winning usable
rock and splitting great sheets of shale, at the
quarry. The carpenters do their carping in the
carpentry shop, fashioning doors and gates of
stout oak and other timber and thus doing
their part towards fortifying the security of
the palladium. In the western section, me
chanics assist in mechanizing mechanical ac
coutrements while, in the opposite direction,
engineers engineer their weary way through
engineering problems. The boiler attendants
boil vociferously, weighing the possible con
sequences should they decide to be hard rather
than soft boiled. The electricians electrify ev
eryone and everything with an exuberance of
energy which would do ample justice to Ni
agara". Docile fanners go about their farming
chores feverishly, as though uppermost in their
minds at all times is the old-womanish thought
(hat winter is about to descend upon the land.
Having precious little knowledge of what goes
tin beyond the trellis of the scullery, this writ
er surmises that the workers there busy them
selves sculling. Leastwise, the culinary skill of
the scullery employees speaks for itself.

Taking reserved cognizance of the divers
Iactors mentioned in the preceding skeleton
synopsis, it can be seen that this fortress has
certain advantages of which not one teeming
metropolis of the free world would be intensely
jealous. Therefore, this modern Shangri-La is
without a peer, search the surface of the globe
as one might.

As it is likely that great numbers of people
who think and brood in idealistic ways will
wish to pack their personal effects and take up
residence in this exotic municipality, it is
thought that a word to the wise should be suf
ficient. There is no need to visit an embassy.
Simply follow the few simple directions given
hereunder, but be sure the action is rigorous.

First, get a sneaky look on your face and
assume your most sinister pose. Sidle nervous
ly towards the nearest ticket office and, while
the cashier is busy stamping your ticket, reach
over and grab the contents of the cash register.
Then just stand there and wait patiently for
something to happen. Have no fear about this,
however. It will happen sooner than you ex
pect. You arc now on the first lap of the jour
ney to this Garden of Eden.

Presently, things will start to hum. Bells
and alarms will ring out. Lights will flash.
Sirens will howl. There will be a screeching of
brakes and a banging of prowler-car doors.
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In less time than it takes to say "Shangri-
La", you will find yourself being conducted to
a clearing depot. This is the second lap and
it is known as tlje "proverbial road of the
backslider".

Soon, you will find yourself being finger
printed, photographed and asked to complete
a questionnaire. You will be handed a passport
of admission to The Forbidden City. A body
guard will be provided for you and it is guar
anteed that he will never leave your side until
you are safely inside the Great Gate. Jewel

lery is furnished at no extra charge, but there
are no necklaces; it is limited strictly to wrist
adornment and is relatively heavy in nature.

Later in the day you will be taking your
place as a member of the Loyal Brotherhood
of Compulsorily Cloistered Hooligans.

In closing, the reader should know that the
information and instructions contained herein
have the approval of the Good Housekeeping
Institude.

IbBABAfclLB IMPRINT ...
SOURCE: THOMAS LEE GORE, M. D.

Assistant Superintendent, Medical Services of Atascadera State Hospital,
Atascadero, California, U.S.A.

In considering the mechanics of the devel
opment of delinquency, we must look first at
society. We are labelling as delinquents those
who do not conform to the code of society.
That same society, however, is actually re
sponsible for the development of many of the
traits which it condemns in its youth.

Every idea, every person, every action, ev
ery event in his life, may further or retard the
moral progress of an individual. What the boy
or girl is at the beginning of adolescence is im
portant in determining what he will be later
on. Early misunderstandings, bad habits, and
other forms of maladjustment, lead to unnec
essary difficulties during the 'teens. Clinical
and other evidence indicates, unmistakably,
that MOST of the problem cases have become
such through unsuitable home and school con
ditions. These two institutions, rather than
the child himself, are actually to blame for
his shortcomings. Often, no attention what
ever is given to the child's moral development
until some bad habit or other undesirable ten

POWER OVERLOOKED

dency makes its appearance. In other words,
positive moral training has usually been al-
ni'-.<! completely lacking.

To adults falls the task of directing the
development, of the immature.. .a task which
can be neither profitably shirked nor easily
performed. To blame the juvenile delinquent
for the natural results of our unwise handling,
bungling ignorance and selfish neglect is both
stupid and inane. Somewhere and somehow,
society must find wisdom and force and pa
tient, unselfish persistence sufficient to give
each and every child the unique treatment
which his nature demands.

Each child is a unique individual. The anti
social desires in any child are instinctive and
very powerful. In delinquents, we find these
anti-social desires as strong as. or stronger
than, their reasoning ability! Therefore, ALL
children need training and guidance, to enable
them to conquer, once and for all, by the for
mation of good habits, the manifestations of
anti-social instincts.

No other force in public life, unless it be government itself^operates so exten-
, sively in the minds of its subscribers as the daily newspaper. The press possesses a

mechanism which makes it the most omnipotent force in public affairs. But practi
tioners in the field of correction have neglected to utilize the press efficientlv in order

\ to dispel public indifference, public ignorance, and public prejudice, as regards the
•• man who has been convicted.

N. L. Bellow, Department of Sociology & Anthro
pology, University of Kansas.
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A MATTER OF COMMON COURTESY

.<>♦♦*♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦<

1v ..pccptancc of a formal invitation by
:. • Canadian Government that they
ut:uld In-mon ihan welcome to tour Can-

., „,,,„„ (,f Hussion agriculturists who
»m> selected by the Government of Russia
f„r .!,• purpose, recently toure< tins country
Tin- idea behind Canada's goodwill offer was
,„ |i;iVr thr,e Russians see for themselves the
lmil(,1(lous programme of agriculture exismg
in r.mada and to see, first hand, Canadian
II|(M|M„!, of cultivation and Canadian ways of
obtaining '1'" maximum yield from the soil.

The plan was well conceived. The Russian
victors would meet Canadian farmers and
Canadian agricultural officials on common
„„lU.|1(l Thcv would view the democratic Can
adian vvav of life and be able to compare it
with their own. From beginning to end the
«c«ture was intended to embrace mutual un-
dcMendU* and respect and to lay the corner-
<tono for bringing together these two great
grain-growing countries in friendly relation
ship.

For the past 75 years, Canada has enter
tained visitors from Commonwealth posses
sions and foreign lands the world oyer. Hiese
o'ue-K have gone back home filled with admir
ation for the kindly hospitality accorded them
duri„g their May. It mattered not that the
visitors w.-.c representatives from nations
iiW political aims are different from those
(>f Canada, The incompatibilities were over
looked I'm- the time being. And owing to this
wonderful n cord of generous treatment to vis
itors, Canadian manners have always been
ihuve criticism.

Bui the conducted tour of the Russian agri-
ewHurVsts i- ;i <•>"!< <u* a different colour. The
.-ad part of it is that it is a reflection on the
Canadian people as a whole that a very small
minority of ignorant persons have placed Can
ada's record of attentive kindness to strangers
in peril. And it is sadder still that those res
ponsible for this are, in the main, people who.
during the past few years, chose Canada as
the land ..f their adoption. These relatively
new Canadians brought disgrace upon Canada
ami Canada's Government by going out of
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their way to "boo" the visitors from Russia
to an extent that necessitated the use of R.C.
M.P. bodyguards to ensure their personal
safety.

These quite uncalled for demonstrations by
embryo Canadians doubtless gave the Russian
visitors a distorted picture of the manner in
which Canada receives foreign guests. It is
even possible that the Russian tourists return
ed to their native land with anything but
pleasant memories. For not only could such
unethical conduct leave a nasty taste in the
visitor's mouths, but it could well begin to
sow seeds of resentment towards Canada, in
stead of the opposite desirable effect which
the Canadian Government wished to create.

Perhaps the Russian visitors are in a posi-'
linn, as a direct result of the indignities to
which they were subjected in certain localities
in Canada, to be more than ever receptive to
anti-democratic propaganda aimed at under
mining Canada's good name abroad, and more
particularlv in Russia itself. The thought has
occurred that the visitors could exaggerate the
unpleasantness they experienced in Canada,
with a view to bolstering in the minds of the
masses of Russia the idea that a democratic
country has a considerable amount to learn
in the line of diplomacy and simple good
manners.

While it may be true that only a minority
group in Canada might have a bone to pick
with Russia, due to some past unhappy mis
fortune or other suffered by themselves or
their relations, the fact remains that they
could not have picked a more inappropriate
time to seek their pseudo-revenge. It was ev
ery Canadian's duty to recognize and abide
by the Canadian Government's desire to have
the Russian 'visitors treated with the same re
spect and decency as that granted to Royalty,
British dignatories or envoys and ambassadors
of any foreign country.

Through this ill-considered exhibition of
rudeness on the part of a few ignoramuses, it
is more than likely that the visit by the Rus
sians failed to achieve the several purposes cn-

•
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.e time of going to press, the battle for Collin's Bay softball supremacy waxed warm-
M edition will cover the outcome of the several struggles that are going on
softball players are readily distinguishable these days by the uncanny glint in then

='e men take" their softball seriously and our opinion is that he sports program plays
art in assisting the participants to regain some of their joviality and in teaching them
f fair play in clean and fair competition with others.
following are the standings and player statistics to date:

TEAM

Indians
Jets
Yankees
Cardinals

NAME

Jerry Bell
Wallace Stubbs
Bob Livingston
Lloyd Morgan

ITEM NAME

"A" LEAGUE

WON LOST TIED POINTS RUNS F. RUN A.

11 9 0 22 166 171

9 0 22 175 145

10 10 0 20 179 162

8 12 0 16 133 173

PITCHERS' RECORDS

s.o. W. H.O. LP. WON LOST

70 71 151 132 11 6

98 123 142 124 9 9

90 69 128 105 7 8

100 74 156 110 6 13

NO.

'THE BIG THREE"

NAME NO.

Total
Runs

Runs
Batted
In
1-Base

Hits
2-Base

Hits
3-Base
Hits Raymond Delaney
Home

Willie Sutton

Ricky Windsor

Wallace Stubbs

34

25

Donnie McLean

"Bud" Smith

Ross Burnett

"Bud" Smith

Donnie McLean

Ricky Windsor

Ricky Windsor

Ricky Windsor

"B" LEAGUE

LOST

34

19

21

10

4

4

.431

.759

NAME

"Bud" Smith

Ross Burnett

Jackie Howes

Ralph Lundrigan

Paddy Swan

Jackie Howes

Ross Buyiett

Ralph Lundrigan

NO.

27

18

20

10

2

3

.429

.667

Wallace Stubbs 21

Stanley Craig 11

Runs

Batting
Average
Slugging
Average

P. McQuade .463

P. McQuade .761

TEAM

Giants
Braves

Brooklyn
Yankees

WON

15

10

11
10

11
13
12

TIED

1

3
0
2

32

POINTS RUNS F. RUN A.
31 372 283
23 234 319
22 231 278
22 321 296



th 27

ett 18

wes. 20

drigan 10

an 2

wes 3

ett .429

ldrigan .667

RUN A.

283
319
278
296

NAME

PITCHERS' RECORDS

S.O. W. H.O. WON LOST

".Jeep" Olscn 49 91 58 9 0
Emile Beaulne 26 21 144 6 o

Charles Sauve 30 35 132 4 6
Jerry Leduc 38 71 123 4 8
John Hill 37 81 128 2 4
Jack Daniels 7 19 24 1 2

"THE BIG THREE"

ITE. I NAME NO. NAME NO. NAME NO.

Total
Runs Edward Morpaw 35 Samin Morgan 33 Orville Belaire 32
Runs *
Batted la Sam Morgan 35 Edward Morpaw 29 Orville Belaire 27
1-Base

Hits Edward Rochon 31 John Franko 29 Edward Morpaw 22
2-Base
Hits Bert Winfield 9 Edward Morpaw 8 Orville Belaire 8
3-Base
Hits Orville Belaire 3 Sammy Morgan 3 Bert Winfield 3
Home

*

Runs Edouard Trcmblay 6 George Harvey 4 Orville Belaire 3
Batting

Edward MorpawAverage Sam Morgan 529 .431 Orville Belaire .427

The many soccer fans in the prison are looking forward expectantly to the soccer season,
which takes over from softball during the late fall months. If the brand of soccer we witness is
on a par with that of the softball, everyone will be happy. So long. See you in the grandstand!!

ADEQUATE DEFENCE FOR THE PENNILESS

The idea system would be that which would provide legal representation to
an indigent defendant, of the same quality as that which a man with money
can provide for himself. And the kind of representation I mean for the destitute
would be what I would call IMMEDIATE, LOYAL. SUFFICIENT and FULL.
It is high time something along this line were brought into being.

Extract from Proceedings of. the National
Legal Aid Association, 1953. W

A LEARNED JUDGE CONFESSES

The danger in the theory of punishment is that sentences so motivated
become the rule, rather than exception. All judges must examine their own
prejudices, their own feelings about certain,kinds of crime, and their own personal
reactions to individual offenders, lest retribution" become an unconscious but
pronounced clement in the sentencing of a man, at the expense of the more
scientific and appropriate motives of correction and rehabilitation.

Judge William J. Campbell, United States
District Court, State of Illinois, U. S. A.

AUTHENTIC RECORD

Based on a study made by Doctor Max Grunhiit, reader in criminology at
Oxford University, in co-operation with the Department of Social Affairs of the
U. N., probation is successful with 70 to 80 percent, of those who receive it. This
figure is the average of the Probation Systems in effect in Britain, Denmark,
Norway. Sweden, the Netherlands, and the United States.

"Federal Probation" Published by the Administrative
Office of the United States Courts in co-operation with
the Bureau of Prisons of the Department of Justice,

\ Washington, D. C.
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By Ron Grey

FOR countless ages, men have tried to
understand the most perplexing problem
of all time: Women. I would like to

convey to you the substance of an incident
which left, me more befuddled on this subject
than I was before.

Here name was Maggie. Not Margaret.
Not the classic Marguerite. Not thc^ prosaic
Marj. Not the typically English Margot. Just
plain Maggie.

To begin with. I found it difficult to com
prehend Maggie's potent interest in me. She
was tiny, delicate, graceful and exquisite. She
was the syinbolization of effeminacy, in a
sort of half masculine way. The latter qual
ity, incidentally, extended only to sports. I,
on the other hand, am exactly the opposite, be
ing big and awkward and as homely as a
hedgehog. Also, I suppose a number of the
characteristics of the latter. Need I say more?

Maggie was pro-educfional. I would rather
do anything than go to school. Maggie was
artistically inclined and turned out some very
handsome oil paintings. As an interior dec
orator, she was rated very highly. The only
experience I had with brushes was when I
shaved, although it seems to me I once painted
a set of salt-shakers. As a brush-weildcr, I
know I am a failure. I managed to clog the
holes in the salt-shakers with paint. From an
artistic point of view, I am not much better.
I recognize a coca-cola ad and I can distingu
ish red fromv black. However, both Maggie
and I loved music and sports and we were
especially fond of fishing and hunting.

I met Maggie in the autumn, as the leaves
were changing their coats to those of many
colours. While all this was going on, the mus
ical background was furnished by the local
radio station, who aptly chose. "September
Song" and "Early Autumn Breeze". All win
ter long, we danced our feet off in the com
munity hall owned and operated jointly by
the Young People's Liberal-Conservative As
sociation. Maggie danced so lightly and beau

tifully on cement, I longed to get her just for
onceon a hardwood floor. Believe me, that
concrete floor really played havoc with my
bunions, to say nothing of the reduction in
footwear mileage.

With the coming of spring and the blossom
ing of the crocuses and the sticky tree buds,
my romance with Maggie soared to unpre
cedented heights. What utter bliss I knew!
The radio stations, which had been overdoing
"Sailor Boys That Talk to me in ING-GLISH"
all winter, now burst forth with renewed vig
our into "Rustle <^f Spring".

Fine weather took over and Maggie and I
went on picnics. I ate more sand that sum
mer than you could shake a mustard-pot at.
I also handled more worms that summer than
one would find in a 40-acre loam meadow. I
was deeply in love with Maggie. So engrossed
was I even when she dampened her silky
right eyebrow with her left index finger that
I cannot recollect what the radio stations were
playing in the way of background music. One
thing I do recall vividly, however, is that I
was the cleanest man in our town. There
was a constant, mad round of swimming and
bathing, beach parties galore, wading and pad
dling. As summer waned, Maggie, knowing
that I was an expert rifle shot and huntsman
at heart,-begged me to teach her the rudi
ments of a .22 repeater.

Fall fell upon us once more and the local
radio stations discovered all over again that
they had "September Song" in their record
alliums. One morning, shortly before five
bells, Maggie presented herself at my rear
door and informed me, solemnly, that she had
startling news. At this, my heart practically
stood still for several seconds. Eventually,
I ealmcu down enough to splutter, "And what,
pray, startling news are you the bearer of?"
To which question Maggie zealously answered:
"The hunting season's on". I was elated more
than I had ever been before at the mere thought
of sharing the first day of duck-hunting with
my loved one. How precious a little pearl my
Maggie was.

An hour later, sans "tally-ho" but armed
with my Browning Belgian-made shotgun, we
were on our way. This piece of ordnance was of
the 12-gauge variety, with extra-long barrels
and full choke. With the recoil it had. this
blunderbuss should have mounted the tur-
iet of a Sherman or Churchill tank. The lat
ter according to individual taste.

I gave Maggie some simple instructions.
"It's not quite like a .22. It kicks. Hold it
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firmly against your shoulder'".
"Which trigger do I use?"
"Either one".
"How do you sight it?"
"Sweetheart . . . all you do is aim it in the

genera! direction of your target and let fly.
Comprey?" I simpered, using my best French
accent anil smoothing down the corners of my
Hercule Poind moustaches.

Maggie tried her luck at an empty Sloe Gin
bottle that went gently gliding by 'in the ad
jacent (-reek. As she took aim, I "glanced idly
at the bottle and put two and two together.
Obviously, it was the last vestige of the pre
vious month's boisterous and bucolic corn
roast. It reminded me of that other popular
melody incessantly played by the local radio
stations. "Shine On, Harvest Moon". My di
gestive tract winced, momentarily, at' the
thought of all the cobs and wieners 1 had eat
en.

Bang! My mind returned to the pursuits of
the present. Maggie was flat on her back,
with my shotgun pointing aloft.

"Jcepers!" she screamed. "Not like a .22
is right!"

That was Maggie's first lesson in ballistics.
But not by any means her last. She was to
become a "natural" with a shotgun.

The day wore on. No ducks. Maggie and
I had plodded over innumerable miles of swa
mp and marshland. No luck. I was begin
ning to hum the well-know bayou tune, "Cloe".

We started back to the car." In desperation,
I turned to Maggie and said. "No ducks. No
nothing. I must bag us a pheasant or six".

With barely enough strength left to pull the
stopper from my 40-oz. jug of Demarara Rum,
I drove stoically over to a spot known to se
crete pheasants. Maggie and I quietlv closed
the door and trudged wearily across the fur
rows.

"How does one tell whether a male phea
sant is a male pheasant?" Maggie expostu
lated, showering me with saliva that had some
how been ejected past her protruding molars.
I guess I omitted to mention that this was
one of Maggie's shortcomings. One was for
ced to stand at least eight feet to leeward from
her or supply his own towels. She was known
to the trade as a "dribbler". In pool-room
parlance, she would be called "faucet face".
In horse-betting circles, her name would sim
ply be "sea-horse Maggie".

I explained to her that, as far as I was con
cerned, a pheasant was a pheasant, for a' that.
No consideration was to be given to the colour
oi the foliage of the species. But Maggie was
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not at all satisfied with niv statement and so
I finally gave in.

I described first the male pheasant and sec
ondly the female pheasant. This I did in some
detail. I was a pheasant fancier from away
back. I looked around for suitable conceal
ment, motioned Maggie to join me with a leer
that left something to be desired and handed
her the shotgun.

Three minutes later by mv Westelox Poc
ket Ben (Catalogue'*! 13). just as the sun was
lading info the horizon, we heard a whir-r-r-r
of fast-beating jiinion? which could not mis
taken for any tiling other than a pheasant I
timidly nudged Maggie.

Maggie raised the shotgun to her shoulder
vn<\ then burst into a flood of tears that would
have done justice to a hiwn or fire sprinkler
system. She sobbed like a heartbroken child.
I put her dear little head against my rough
shod shoulder, thinking to myself, "I had bet
ter let her,ween herself out". This much I
already knew about woihen: You have to al
low them to exhaust, their tears without inter-
runt ion.

While I waited for Maggie's little pig eves
to dry. I was slowly freezing to death. This
was part of the price a guv had to pay for
his romance. At long last, her shaking ceased
and I cautiously quizzed her.

"Why did you not shoot?" I ventured.
Again the great tears started to roll down

her checks.

"I couldn't bring myself to kill anything as
beautiful as that", she wailed.

II felt, like upbraiding her severely but was
quick to realize that her salty tears were sin
cere. * 9

I shrugged my shoulders and, arm in arm.
we returned empty-handed to mv 1931 Hud
son Super-sixi For, although Tknew I could
never hope to understand Maggie completely,
I could always be sure of mv 1931 Hudson
Super-six.

From that time on, I decided women were too
complex for me. I have met scores and scores
of them and. whereas there has never been
one who failed to hold me breathless. I am
compelled to confess that thev have left me
nonplused, confused and completely in the
dark.

The only consolation I have is that a man's
life would be rather dull if he understood wo
men. Anyway, why unshroud the mysteries of
womanhood that the centuries have seen fit te
enchance? Why uncloak- the secrets that
women so jealously guard? Why not leave
them, as lovely as they arc?



JOHN BUN YAK: 1028 - 1688
!•• Hnhlu the finest example in literature thit the secret of sun-ess in writimj lies not so much

:. „,' ,XS striving after artistic effect as in h,ning something to Say and then saying it, simply
-d "' • • I'tly.

A monument in far-off England stands;
'Turns raised in grateful homage to a man
Whose "Pilgrim's Progress" modestly withstands
Tlie challenges of time, and ever can.





THE
MAIL BOX

THE FOLLOWING ARE CERTIFIED TRUE
COPIES OF COMMUNICATIONS ACTUALLY

RECEIVED BY THE EDITOR OF THE
DIAMOND:

FROM A BROAD-MINDED CLERGYMAN

I have received a copy of your excellent
magazine for June and July. I have read a
•rood portion of it-enough to form an opinion
concerning its quality. For what it IS worth,
I venture the opinion that The DIAMOND
compares favourably with any similar peri
odical which finds its way to my desk. The
short story, "Was it Worth it?", by Ronald
Gray, is a gem and deserves wide circulation.
I eiijoyed it very much. I congratulate you
and your associates.

Reverend Walter AHum, B.A,
Minister, Renfrew Presbyterian Church,
Renfrew, Ontario.

Isn't it ivonderfnl that a learned gentleman
of the cloth should share our sentiments re
garding this little gem of ours;and wonderful,
too, that along with his words_ of praise he
should send us a buck. Coincidentally, tins
money arrived just in time to save our necks,
although it also created a bit. of a furor. Half
of our Editorial Staff voted for a new type
writer ribbon at a cost of 99', the remaining
cent to be applied to our sinking fund. The
other half insisted that, since no instalment on
our 1899-pattem REMINGTON had been
paid for nigh on seven months, it would be bet
ter to give your dollar to the Collection Agency
man and send him home to his loved ones. As
to The DIAMOND'S wending its way to your
desk, we might say that we have a patentpen
ding onan ultra-modem direction-finder which
permits our magazine to be delivered auto
matically to all discerning and appreciative
readers.' However, we cannot commence using
this top-secret device until such time as the
powers that be remove it from the classified
list. This is not likely to take place until
Russia comes back on to the capitalistic sys
tem. Since you, yourself, have obviously been

moved by tht potency of The DIAMOND, tlw
'thought occurred to us that some of your floe),
might be likewise enthralled. You remembvr
the old saying, "Where the shepherd gocfht
his sheep doth follow"? Tell us: Would //,>„
care to canvass your faithful followers on on,
behalf?

A 23-KARAT SUBSCRIBER

Enclosed please find my cheque for $15.00,
Would you send The DIAMOND to the n\
tached list of persons in Kitchener. We wild,
you luck in your endeavours.

James A. Orr

Orr Automobiles Limited,
Chevrolct-Oldsmobilc-Cadillac,
Kitchener, Ontario.

Up until the day Brinks' Armoured (',,,
Service delivered your payment at the dim,
of our Editorial Offices, ice had given up ujj
hope that money in such large quantity t,v~
isted, except in gold letters on bank window^
It goes without saying that ice stand correct»•<{
in this regard. Upon apprising our "collr^.
gues" of this golden windfall, all of them (m
eluding the big-time operators) offered to /mir
reverently every time they passed by our fotj.
lowed portal. We presume you already kjio«<
that The DIAMOND is to the literary worU\
what the Cadillac is to the motoring public
Need anything else be said, knowing how j/«»n
must feel about Cadillacs? For your excrp
tionally generous co-operation, please accept
our humble thanks.

OUR HAT OFF TO MRS. HATTON!

Vive le DIAMOND! II gets better m\%\
better. I love your replies to subscribers. Y<nv
will be interested to know that a Mother Sup
erior, visiting me from the States this sunnurr,
was intrigued with my words and write-up on.
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v<HFD OFFER OF TRANSPORTATION
URFIT from OUR STANDPOINT
i •/ 7 D HE DISINCLINED TO ACCEPT
rxcFPT \S LAST-DITCH SUBSTITUTE
is ////•)" /•' \U< T(> MENTION LEOPARD-

s-AVY UPHOLSTERY ON CADILLAC
'<T ip GS<> FAIL TO MENTION WHITE
'<UFW''\LLS STOP COCKTAIL BAR STOP
\rriuiSF YOU RECONSIDER AND AD-
'vtSE BEST DELIVERY DATE ONE MO-
/,/.•/' (lUUTE A UNQUOTE COUPE PLUS
il \IF-TO\ PICKUP PLUS THREE-TON
u'ydrauucally operated dump
wop first two for subordinates
'stop dump for editor in chief
stop colocrs optional stop left
'or RIGHT-HAND DRIVE STOP TUBED
OR TVHE LESS TIRES IF AVAILABLE
OTHERWISE SOLID STOP AMBER FOG-
IIGHTS \ND ELECTRIC SEAT-ADJUS-
TFRS PREFERRED STOP EITHER KER
OSENE OR CARBIDE HEADLIGHTS AS
PROSPECTIVE CHAUFFEURS CLAIM
TIIET HAVE BEEN OUT OF CIRCULA
TION FOR SO LONG THEY ARE UNFA
MILIAR WITH SEALED BEAMS STOP
THEY KEEP MUTTERING THE NAMES
ESSEX STOP MARMON STOP STUTZ
STOP CHANDLER STOP GREY DORT
AND STANLEY STOP WHAT DO THEY
MEAN STOP UNLESS AFFIRMATIVE
REPLY RECEIVED FROM YOU NOT LA
TER THAN CHRISTMAS REPEAT
CHRISTMAS DAY WILL ASSUME YOU
ARE NO LONGER INTERESTED IN
THIS BUSINESS STOP WE WILL THEN
NEGOTIA TE YOUR COMPETITORS
STOP END OF SIGNAL

SWOLLEN TREASURY

Sorry I delayed sending my subscription to
The DIAMOND. I certainly enjoy reading
it. The pictures are good. Enclosed is my
money order for §4.50. Kindly renew my own
subscription for three years and send it to
Mrs. H. A. McCarney of Gananoquc and to
Reverend Father Fcency of Erinsville for one
year each.

Mrs. Chas. Johnson
180 Garden Street,
Gananoquc, Ontario.

Yow delay in forwarding us your very wel
come $4.50 almost forced us to lay off three
members of our accounting staff. In addifion,
our liabilities not only exceeded our tangible
assets but we entertained grave doubts that
we would be in a position to buy postage
stamps for the cwrent issue, let alone include
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photograplter's wages at prevailing rates.
However, <dl's well that ends well. About our
pictures: You are one of the first to evince a
special interest in them. You will be interested
lo learn that our photographer has had a tony
ami varied career. Just before coming to our
staff, he was employed at a well-known chain
of Canadian race-tracks to photograph- doubt
ful finishes. It seems that he took it upon him
self to manipulate the finishing positions of
the horses for some silly little-personal reason
of his own, ie., amassing a heap of money on
the side. Apparently tin's did not go down too
well with the racing officials and as a result
he has signed a W-year contract with The
DIAMOND. P.S. At the present time, his
hobby is taking flash shots of saw-horses in
an area adjacent to the carpenter's shop. P.P.S.
Do you suppose he is thus keeping his finger
in the pie, so to speak, with respect to his
post-release employment?

A SLIGHT MISCONCEPTION

Enclosed please find cheque for §2.50 for
your excellent publication. I wish to congrat
ulate you and your staff for the inspirational
special notice entitled "Under the Flaming
Cross: Toilers for Humanity", in the June-
July edition. Your group photograph of the
Kingston Red Cross volunteer workers was
exceptionally good. Kindest remembrances
and best wishes.

STUART M. POLSON. M.D. Attending Phys.

Red Cross Chapter — Kingston, Ont.

This is the first time we have received an
outright offer for The DIAMOND. Do you
think it radically immodest of us to point out
that $2.50 would hardly pay for one line of
Pica or Elite type, let alone the whole busi
ness? You have forgotten one thing. Surely to
goodness the name DIAMOND itself is worth
at least its weight in gold. Tell you what: If
you will sendus a certified cheque, for $24,997.-
50. we'll let you have the whole sheebang,
lock, stock and barrel. This, of course, exclud
es the Editorial Staff, who at the moment are
not on speaking terms with the Editor. Their
contention is that they will not stand having
their beloved DIAMOND bandied about as
though it were but a common chattel. Regard
ing your employment of them in their present
capacities, whereas their agreement with The
DIAMOND can be rendered null and void at a
moment's notice, there is in existence another
separate and more binding contract; i.e., with
II.M. the Queen, in right of Canada. The lat-
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•CONCEPTION

tcr are not of uniform duration, by the way,
which probably poses further difficulties for
you. viz: Some are for as little as 2 years;
others for 3 years, 15 years, 20 years, speaking
calcndaricnlly. P.S. At $25,000.00, you can af
ford to give or take a few packages of tobacco.
P.P.S. If you happen to be suffering from writ
er's cramp or a lack of cheque blanks, don't
let this deter you from going ahead with the
purchase. We have several "experts" on our
Financial Panel who are quitecapable of man
ufacturing cheque blanks in a variety of col
ours and banks and of signing your name for
you "in absentia". The individuals we have in
mind have acted as proxies in similar situa
tions many times before and assure you of
prompt, mannerly and efficient service.

PAYMENT FOR COMPLIMENTARY COPY!

Would you be so kind as to send a compli
mentary copv of the June-July edition of The
DIAMOND to Mr. W.A. Boos, Barrister &
Solicitor, Kitchener, Ontario. Mr. Boos has
been very interested to hear of your wonderful
magazine and I would especially like him to
receive this outstanding issue. I am enclosing
25? for your trouble, but it certainly means
more than that to me, as it is a publication
well worth reading.

Mrs. H. Wiles
415 Victoria Street, South,
Kitchener, Ontario.

Your unique contribution to the coffers of
The DIAMOND should serve as a precedent
to all others who are fortunate enough to be
selected to receive complimentary copies of
our magazine. As you say, it is worth far more
than a mere 25?. In fact, we now wish to go
on record and observe how well you express
our own sentiments in this connection. Your
letter has been framed and placed behind
glass. It is hanging above the doorway of our
Editoruil Offices as an inspiration to all that
our efforts are, at long last, being appreciated.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

Would you kindly change my address from
505 Cosburn Avenue, Toronto, "to 128 Douglas
Street, Stratford.

Harold W. Treen Stratford, Ontario.

It has reached our ears, Mr. Treen, that you
have been whiting away a considerable part
of your leisure time listening toa stage presen
tation of "Friends, Romans, Countrymen:
Lend me .your ears!" Tell us: Is there any
truth in this rumour? If so, we envy you more
than any feeble words of ours could possibly

express. You see, we have read how Lome
Greene portrayed the hero of our youth. "The
noblest Roman of them all", and have paused,
reflectively, to dwell on what -we are missing
as a result of our having strayed.

A BASKET OF ROSES

Would you kindly send The DJAMOND
to Brigadier A. W. Dixon of the Salvation
Army, Box 107, Belleville, and to Mrs. S.
Claus, Deseronto, for one year. They enjoyed
it so much I thought they would like to re
ceive it for the next 12 months. I enclose $2.00.

Mrs. A. Hawkes
151 Clergy Street,
Kingston, Ontario.

We got a big kick out of your novel message
alongside a lovely basket of posies, yet. Your
unusual nolepaper lightened our day, to be
sure, but the praise you heaped upon The DI
AMOND went one better: It helped to inflate
our already inflated ego. So much is this so
that we now find ourselves on the verge of
seeking elevation to membership in All-time
Great Publication, Inc. The only thing that
prevents us from going ahead with the idea
is that (he. latter organization is affiliated with
the Big-Time Bank Robbers' Association, Inc.,
mentioned in our August issue. You can see
what we mean. We are not yet convinced, des
pite assurance from the general manager of
both outfits. We felt that, if at all possible, we
should refrain from associating ourselves with
any group whose title incorporated words such
as "robber", "stealing", "thief", etc., since
there already exists in our minds a depth of
unpleasantness in this regard. However, you
know what unions are. Joining the one auto
matically meant acquiring all affiliations and
connections. But we now look upon the whole
thing a .little differently. Whereas ice once
took rank exception to being listed in the same
directory with the BTBRA, our envbarrass-
ment has now cooled off and we find ourselves
in the throes of preparing a 2nd (limited) edi-

. Hon to the "Handbook of Bankrobbing Tac
tics" [available from Robbing, Banks & Frer-
es, London {opposite Scotland Yard) price
15/0, postpaid). This work comes in a plain
wrapper, in case you are worried about un
necessary publicity. P.S. You may be wonder
ing why the 2nd edition. Well, we discovered
that some of the instructions contained in the
1st edition had become outmoded, as eviden
ced by the fact that we now have 4 of our ex-
readers on our Editorial Staff. P.P.S. The 2nd
edition, complete with amendments, will be
rolling off (he press shortly.
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Listen Here

I Am "THE EAR"
^♦♦♦»»»»^<>^^»»»»»»»»»»»<M>»»»»»»»»»^»»»<><>»<>^»»»»<^»»»»»»»»»»»«-^»<r^^»»»<.<^

/"~T|l—'HIS may possibly be my last, will and
*J II testament. It all depends on how

Jll things shape up in the next couple of
weeks or so. It wasn't enough that Hurricane
Connie came along and bowled me over. It
wasn't enough that Hurricane Diane came
along and knocked me for a loop. There are
three other things wrong with me. I'm suf
fering from a mild case of infection. I'm
filled to overflowing with wax. I have a slight
touch of delayed mastoiditis. I paraded my
self to the joint "doc" and he immediately saw
that something was wrong with me. He pre
scribed "light duty" and half an aspirin tablet
every afternoon before "jug up" for six days
running. But don't go getting your hopes
built up . This treatment didn't do me a bit
of good. So I went to see the "doc" again and
he instructed me to increase the intake of as
pirin to three-quarters of a tablet, this time
for seven days running. Still no sign of re
covery. I'm just the same now as when Con
nie and Diane descended and hit me with the
velocity of a hurricane. The blows were great
and the shock severe. I am NOT soliciting
sympathy. At the time of dictating this, I
was trying desperately to keep the tumbler
from overflowing. I want all my tears to be
in my beer, even if it kills me.

The wax has raised particular hell with my
hearing ability. Everyone, including the four
friends I fingered, refers to me as a "hard
ened" criminal. As for the delayed mastoid
itis, I can't get it through my head why there
should be a delay. So I'm confused .. . ter
ribly confused. The infection that set in has
developed with the same speed as when I
write an application for a "Ticket" for one
of the guys and ask him not to tell anyone
else about it. First thing I know, 50 other
applicants arc sitting on my doorstep. This
wouldn't be so bad, in a way, but these "fish"
that think they're gonna get out of here by
Christmas on a five or six-year "rap" leave
me cold.

It's easy to .see that mine is a sad plight.
In the July DIAMOND, I bravely announced
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that this would be my debut. Would you
believe that I'd gone so far as to retrieve my
Old Man's satin cape and swagger stick,"just
so's you wouldn't be able to tell the difference
between me and him? I got quite a few tips
on how to keep myself dry by consulting with
a fellow who ought to know: Mr. Edmunds,
our P.T.I. I'd hoped my success would have
been so great that you'd go away wishing
The Finger had dropped dead two years ago,
instead of last summer. Believe me when I
say I rehearsed the whole thing very care
fully, often making my way amongst the
crowds in the exercise yard on the week-ends
under cover of pretexts that were wafer thin.
But all to no avail. Connie or no Connie;
Diane or no Diane; infection or no infection;
delayed mastoiditis or no delayed mastoiditis
... I might have succeeded but for the wax.
A man with wax in his car is the same as a
man without anv ear at all, or words to that
effect. Result?* I'm a "crock", that's what.
It's all very well for you to comfort me by
saying that even a "crock" has its good points.
Over 300 of the fellows here would be the last
to argue about this.

And that isn't all. Not by a damned sight,
it isn't. In perfect good faith, I'd planned
to start a diary of sneaky and shady happen
ings. This led to the crowning cry of my
heart's despair. When I went to a certain
department to sec about some paper and a
pencil. I was given the bum's rush. I was told
I'd have to come back and ask after show
ers on Saturday afternoon. I was on my way
to ask about the paper and pencil when a
voice hollered at me: "Hcv, vou! Where do
you think YOU'RE going?'" To which I an
swered I was on my way to see about paper
and a pencil. "Oh, no you don't!" said the
voice. "Your name isn't on the list". I pro
tested. But I could see that my protests were
going in one ear and out the other. "You'll
have to go to the Change Room first, bub",
was now flung at me. So I did but found that
the latest order of toothbrushes had arrived
without bristles. Depressed, I finally got to
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sec about the paper and pencil. Famous last
words: "Sorry, but you've already used up
your quota of both. And even if this were
not the case. I always start out by answering
•no'. I like to be coaxed. If you want paper
and a pencil, you'll have to write a special
letter to the Warden". The Warden was very
good about it. He intervened on my behalf
and now all I have to do is prepare a requisi
tion for (i sheets of foolscap and a 311 lead
pencil, black, O.P., for the use of. Govern
ment regulations call for requisitions to be
made out in 18 copies. The whole 18 copies
have gotta be prepared in one operation and
this needs a 311 lead pencil. But I don't have
ANY pencil at all. at the moment, and I can't
get my hands on the one I am requisitioning
until after the requisition has been submitted
for approval, signed, countersigned, given a
serial number, eosted. extended and distri
bution made. So it goes without saying that
I'm up a tree, and I don't mean perhaps! I'm
NOT apologizing. I'm merely explaining that
the road I have to travel isn't as smooth as
a lot of jokers around here seem to think.

Now. I find I've run out of space in The
DIAMOND. So I'll be seeing you. About
write-ups in my column, you'd better know
that I deal with these on a "first come, first
served" basis. Also, as I sec an angle for
looking after "number one" on the side, I am
forced to be mercenarv about it. Insertion
rates are as follows: NAME ONLY ... 3
subscriptions to The DIAMOND or 2 "bales"
and a Marshal Wcygand hat. NAME (ac
companied by it, maximum of two lines of
print)...5 subscriptions to The DIAMOND
(any kind) or 2 subscriptions, 1 bale, 1 deck
of papers and a bottle of diluted Parker "51"
turquoise blue or superchrome red ink. NAME
(accompanied bv more than two lines of print)

add 1 extra DIAMOND subscription (any
kind) for each line, plus strides with side and
hip pockets, a white shirt, double-soled shoes
with cleats and the right to be known as a
Big Wheel. All payable strictly in advance.
No C. 0. D's. Positively no refunds or ex
changes. I*suggest you take advantage of
these bargains AT ONCE. I may not be long
(or this world!

IbBABABfcl. IbEPFINTJ $ t $

TRADITIONAL CONDEMNATION

Changes in the concepts and patterns of penal practice have been slow and halting.
The condemned man, removed from society as unfit for freedom, has always been
shorn of hope and many rights at the penitentiary gate. For it is at that point that
me innocent people.. ."outraged", "menaced", "assaulted" or otherwise set upon by
the guilty" . invoke their contempt and withdraw their interest. Reform in prison
practice, as, indeed, with all ethics in public service, MUST be an outgrowth of public
understanding, acceptance and demand.

From an Editorial in the Denver, Colorado "Post",
dated July 4th, 1952.

EUROPE LEADS THE WAY

It is not customary in (Canadian) prisons as in European prisons to divide the
prison population into distinct groups with specially trained educators m charge who
have not only the responsibility of instructing academic courses, but also to awaken
the moral conscience of each prisoner and to encourage fine traits of character. I
hold to the view that rehabilitation through personal contacts in primary groups is
most desirable and beneficial for the prisoners.

Pierre Cannat, Controlcur General des
Services Penitentiaires, Paris, France.

PRISONERS DO NEED HELP

After several years of incarceration, a man becomes rather helpless and overly
dependent." He is not required to use his initiative. A great amount of his thinking
is done for him bv others. He is told when to eat, when to sleep and when to bathe.
He starts his dav by a signal or an innoxible rule. He ends his day in the same
manner A long period of such routine seems to sap energy and ambition and ap
pears to leave most prisoners in :\ .-tatc of almost complete dependence.

W. J. Head, Supervisor of Employment Placement.
United States Penitentiary, Atlantic, Georgia.
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